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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Word Count: 333

Blogger.com is an early example of a website devoted to empowering users to create
and publish their own content. At the time it was launched, it employed an
innovative business model and an attention to the social nature of the Web to
provide users a unique forum to express themselves to a larger community.
Crafting the user experience of a community driven site, it turns out, is quite
different from crafting the user experience of a traditional web page. While
innumerable community-driven social websites have sprung up on the web since
Blogger’s launch, and Blogger has benefitted from their innovations and continued
to update itself to stay competitive, there is still ample room for improvement.
This document describes a project, undertaken by four human-computer
interaction specialists with backgrounds in design, psychology, computer science,
and information systems, to study how users interact with Blogger and redesign the
user experience based on our findings.
We employed a variety of empirical and analytic techniques to assess Blogger’s
usability and develop a deep understanding of the workflow of its users. These
included contextual inquiry/design, keystroke-level modeling, heuristic evaluation,
cognitive walkthrough, and think-aloud usability testing. The results of these
methods are discussed briefly in the redesign section of this document, compared
and analyzed in the retrospective section, and are documented in depth in the
appendices.
Armed with volumes of data from our analyses, we attempted to redesign Blogger
to better support users’ workflow and fix outstanding usability problems we
uncovered. Notable problems observed included confusion about the difference
between editing modes (editing raw HTML, editing rich text, or previewing posts),
Group 4
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general navigation problems within the site, and difficulties in inserting links and
images into posts.
The redesign focused on addressing these issues via three principal design themes:
the use of a What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get (WYSIWYG) post editor for creating
and editing posts, a re-conceptualization of the overall organization of the site and
its navigation mechanisms, and a more usable method for inserting pictures and
links into posts.
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REDESIGN

Word Count: 2850
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SCENARIO: DEALING WITH DYSAUTONOMIA
Jennifer and Stephen are the proud parents of a two-year-old with a mischievous
streak. Newly mobile, Josh is always getting himself into trouble and charming his
way out of it. Jennifer and David have to keep an eye on Josh at all times, and not
just because of his tendency to misbehave.
When Josh was born, he was diagnosed with familial dysautonomia — a genetic
disorder that interrupts the ability of the autonomic nervous system to regulate
basic bodily functions like swallowing, tear production, and body temperature.
This means that Josh requires constant care and monitoring, including eye-drops
every 30 minutes to make sure that his eyes do not dry out. This puts a strain on
the whole family. When Josh was born, Jennifer scoured the internet looking for
resources to help her understand what they were up against. More recently, she has
started a blog to both document Josh’s progress and provide a public forum for
discussing coping strategies with other families. She hopes that she is able to help
other parents by providing links to resources in addition to her own experience.
Recently, Jennifer has been doing a lot of thinking about how to structure Josh’s
eye-drop regimen. Her friend emailed her a link to a new eye-drop company, and
she decides to write a new post that includes that link and a new picture of Josh.
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Step 1: Jennifer forwards the email containing the eye-drop link to her blog’s email
address: dysautonomia@blogger.com. She wants to include a picture as
well, so she switches to iPhoto and emails a current picture of Josh to her
blog.
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Step 2: Jennifer navigates to www.blogger.com. She visits often, so she is already
logged in and does not have to enter her login information. On login, she
is presented with her account page. Jennifer clicks on the title of her blog:
Dysautonomia. The blog blade for Dysautonomia slides up and into view.

Jennifer Jones’s Blogs

Blogs
BLOG NAME

NEW CHANGE
POST SETTINGS

Dysautonomia

LAST UPDATE

POSTS

29 Oct 2006

3

CREATE NEW BLOG

Add your photo here
by editing your profile

Edit Profile (or View )
Change Password
Change Language

Blog Search
Make Money
Use AdSense to earn money with your blog. New easy signup.

Search blogs from across the
web with Google Blog Search.

Unwanted Comments ?
Turn on word verification to help prevent comment spam.

Blogger News

The Buzz

Learn how to start mobile
blogging

Figure 1: Account View
Blogger Help

Looking for news about Blogger ? Check out Blogger Buzz !
–

Mobile Devices

[2/01/2006 10:38:00 AM]

Blogger Knowledge
Blogger Help

Maintenance on Monday, November 14
We are planning a two hour outage this evening from 9p to 11p (PST). This
is to complete the network maintenance we've been performing over the
last several weeks.
Update : Completed.
–

Feel like browsing ? Here are
some blogs we've noticed
recently.

[11/14/2005 10:27:00 AM]

Maintenance on Saturday
We will be upgrading our network access this weekend which will require
downtime for both Blogger and Blog*Spot. The outage will occur at noon
(PST) on Saturday and last for 2 hours. Thanks for your patience during this
maintenance window.
Update : Completed.
–

Blogs Of Note

[11/01/2005 04:48:00 PM]

Inside Orkut
Anna's Cool Finds
The Watchismo Times
Urban Sprouts School
Gardens
The View from Here
a sampler of things
Antartica
BlueSky Studios Challenge
Monkeys for Helping
optilude

Recently Updated
BLOGS UPDATED AT 3:03 PM
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Jennifer Jones’s Blogs
Blog: Dysautonomia

Blog Settings

View Blog

Edit Another Blog

Posts
POST NAME

AUTHOR

DATE

Day care dilemma

Jennifer

29 Oct 2006 2

On crying

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 -

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 4

Where are the playgroups?

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 1

Blood pressure monitor recommendations

Stephen

27 Oct 2006 0

Watching josh eat

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 0

Ideas for schedules

Stephen

27 Oct 2006 1

Turning eyedrops into a game

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 3

Pediatrician recommendations?

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 2

Lets have lunch!

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 5

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 0

Simply exhausted

PUBLISHED

DELETE

[modified]

Coordinating vacations

COMMENTS
[1 new]

[1 new]

<Prev 1 2 3 4 5 ... 10 20 30 Next>

Make Money

Figure 2: Blog View

Use AdSense to earn money with your blog. New easy signup.

Unwanted Comments ?
Turn on word verification to help prevent comment spam.
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Step 3: Jennifer notices that she has a few new comments on some of her previous
posts, but she’ll look at them later. Right now she just wants to write her
post, so she clicks the “New Post” button. A blade for the new post slides
up and into view.

Jennifer Jones’s Blogs
Blog: Dysautonomia

Blog Settings

View Blog

Edit Another Blog
Edit Another Blog
Edit Another Post

Post: Untitled Post

Edit

Insert

Manage

Save Changes

Publish

Images

Untitled Post
Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

More

More

Links
Pilocarpine eye drops
Lifehacker
WebMD: Dysautonima
GettingThingsDone
Pittsburgh Hillel
Day Care: Special Needs
More
Edit HTML Code

Comments

More

Post and Comment Options

Figure 3: A New Post

26 Oct 2006
Delete
Lorem Ipsum
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Delete
Lorem Ipsum
26 Oct 2006
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Delete
26 Oct 2006
Lorem Ipsum
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
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Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
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Step 4: Jennifer sees that the link and photo she emailed to her blog are available in
the palettes to the right of the post editor. After she enters a title and some
text for her post, she drags the image and the link into the post editor. The
image and the link appear in the editor at the location she dropped them.
Her post looks exactly the way it will appear on the blog.

Jennifer Jones’s Blogs
Blog: Dysautonomia

Blog Settings

View Blog

Edit Another Blog
Edit Another Blog
Edit Another Post

Post: On Eyedrops

Edit

Insert

Manage

Save Changes

Publish

Images

On Eyedrops
Recently I've been giving the subject of eyedrops a lot of thought. Josh has
been wriggling around when I give them to him more and more in recent
weeks. I blogged about turning it into a game a few days ago, but most of
you responded that this technique works a little better with older kids. What
works for two-year-olds? Help! Look at these cute, dry eyes:

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

More

More

Links
Pilocarpine eye drops
Lifehacker
WebMD: Dysautonima
GettingThingsDone
Pittsburgh Hillel
Day Care: Special Needs
More
Edit HTML Code

More

Post and Comment Options

Figure 4: Post With Text and Title

Comments

26 Oct 2006
Delete
Lorem Ipsum
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Delete
Lorem Ipsum
26 Oct 2006
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Delete
26 Oct 2006
Lorem Ipsum
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Lorem Ipsum

26 Oct 2006

Delete

ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
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dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Lorem Ipsum

26 Oct 2006

Delete
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Jennifer Jones’s Blogs
Blog: Dysautonomia

Blog Settings

View Blog

Edit Another Blog
Edit Another Blog
Edit Another Post

Post: On Eyedrops

Edit

Insert

Manage

Save Changes

Publish

Images

On Eyedrops
Recently I've been giving the subject of eyedrops a lot of thought. Josh has
been wriggling around when I give them to him more and more in recent
weeks. I blogged about turning it into a game a few days ago, but most of
you responded that this technique works a little better with older kids. What
works for two-year-olds? Help! Look at these cute, dry eyes:

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

More

More

Links
Pilocarpine eye drops
Lifehacker
WebMD: Dysautonima
GettingThingsDone

While I'm on the topic of eyedrops, Sandy forwarded me a likn to a new
eyedrop that just hit the market. Has anybody tried these yet?
Pilocarpine eye drops

Day Care: Special Needs
More

Edit HTML Code

Comments

Pittsburgh Hillel

More

Post and Comment Options

Figure 5: Post With Text, Image, Link, and Spelling Error

26 Oct 2006
Delete
Lorem Ipsum
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Delete
Lorem Ipsum
26 Oct 2006
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Delete
26 Oct 2006
Lorem Ipsum
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Delete
Lorem Ipsum
26 Oct 2006
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Delete
Lorem Ipsum
26 Oct 2006
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat
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Step 5: Jennifer notices that she made a minor spelling error, as Blogger has
underlined it in red. She corrects the error and clicks the “Publish” button
to publish her post. Now she can check out the new comments she
received!

Jennifer Jones’s Blogs
Blog: Dysautonomia

Blog Settings

View Blog

Edit Another Blog
Edit Another Blog
Edit Another Post

Post: On Eyedrops

Edit

Insert

Manage

Save Changes

Publish

Images

On Eyedrops
Recently I've been giving the subject of eyedrops a lot of thought. Josh has
been wriggling around when I give them to him more and more in recent
weeks. I blogged about turning it into a game a few days ago, but most of
you responded that this technique works a little better with older kids. What
works for two-year-olds? Help! Look at these cute, dry eyes:

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

Add Image

More

More

Links
Pilocarpine eye drops
Lifehacker
WebMD: Dysautonima
GettingThingsDone

While I'm on the topic of eyedrops, Sandy forwarded me a link to a new
eyedrop that just hit the market. Has anybody tried these yet?
Pilocarpine eye drops

Day Care: Special Needs
More

Edit HTML Code

Comments

Pittsburgh Hillel

More

Post and Comment Options

Figure 6: Post With Spelling Error Fixed

26 Oct 2006
Delete
Lorem Ipsum
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Delete
Lorem Ipsum
26 Oct 2006
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Delete
26 Oct 2006
Lorem Ipsum
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
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26 Oct 2006
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
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Jennifer Jones’s Blogs
Blog: Dysautonomia

Blog Settings

View Blog

Edit Another Blog

Your post has been published.

Posts
POST NAME

PUBLISHED

AUTHOR

DATE

Jennifer

30 Oct 2006 0

Jennifer

29 Oct 2006 2

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 -

Simply exhausted

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 4

Where are the playgroups?

Stephen

27 Oct 2006 1

Blood pressure monitor recommendations

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 0

Watching josh eat

Stephen

27 Oct 2006 0

Ideas for schedules

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 1

Turning eyedrops into a game

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 3

Pediatrician recommendations?

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 2

Lets have lunch!

Jennifer

27 Oct 2006 5

On Eyedrops
Day care dilemma
On crying

[modified]

DELETE

COMMENTS

[1 new]

[1 new]

<Prev 1 2 3 4 5 ... 10 20 30 Next>

Make Money

Figure 7: Published Post

Use AdSense to earn money with your blog. New easy signup.

Unwanted Comments ?
Turn on word verification to help prevent comment spam.
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DESIGN CHANGES
Several distinct design themes emerged from the methods employed by the design
team on the Blogger project. Contextual inquiry provided breakdowns and insights
on the user’s work model. From heuristic evaluation, think-aloud, and cognitive
walkthrough a variety of interface and usability issues were uncovered; some of
these issues were major usability problems, whereas others were minor or cosmetic
errors. While all of these issues represent opportunities to create a better blogging
experience, fixing all of them would be out of scope of this project. Therefore the
design team resolved to choose our battles based on the severity, frequency and
impact of usability issues found by the various methods. We decided to focus on
three distinct themes: WYSIWYG editing, redesigned navigation, and redesigned
photo/link insertion. In practice, these foci turned out to have far-reaching
implications that worked their way into many aspects of the overall design.
Ultimately, the three themes taken together allowed us to address 75% of the major
usability problems we encountered throughout our analysis (see Appendix B for
more information on problem coverage). This section will present a
comprehensive overview of the redesign ideas generated by the team, document
the data that supported each design idea, and illustrate the particular design
changes motivated by these ideas.

WYSIWYG EDITOR
The design team found that many of the major usability problems encountered
during their analysis were the result of a badly designed post editor view with an
ambiguous relationship to the Edit HTML view. For example, in the contextual
inquiry, it was found that the user struggled to place an image in the desired
location [75,77,78] and to align the text properly with it [76]. In the think-aloud
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user study, this was supported by the fact that the user had serious trouble
navigating between the Edit HTML view, Compose view, and Preview view, [6-9]
as well as trouble determining what the post was going to look like when published
on the blog [33-38]. Considering these issues in brainstorming sessions, a
consensus emerged for a WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) editor. The key
idea here is that the editor window looks exactly like the post will appear in the
blog itself, complete with the user’s template formatting. Using such an editor
eliminates the need for preview functionality altogether, which addresses the
problem of moving back and forth between the compose and preview views. The
team also noticed that the separate unstyled text box for the post title resulted in
particular confusion for the think-aloud user [33-37], so the title was moved inside
the post editor component as well. When the user begins editing a new post, the
post title is set to “Untitled Post” and after clicking the text the user will have the
ability to edit it just like the body text of the post. Because this option is located
inside the editor, it should more closely match the user’s mental model by allowing
the user to perform the same formatting operations on the title that are permitted
in the rest of the post.
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Figure 8: Existing Post Editor
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button was changed slightly from “Edit HTML” to “Edit HTML Code” to make it
sound like a more technical feature so that novice users would be less likely to click
on it.
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Users found the existing save functionality extremely confusing, largely because the
Save button migrated around the interface in different views, and could easily be
scrolled out of view if the user was editing a long post [22-25, 79]. To address this,
the team decided to reposition the Save button on the top of the editor window so
that it will always be visible to the user. We also modified the basic document
editing controls to better match another Google product: Google Docs &
Spreadsheets. Blogger currently does not have all the basic text editing tools that
other Google products support (indenting, undo, redo, cut, copy, paste, etc) and so
the team decided to add these buttons to the post editor’s tool bar. Google Docs
and Spreadsheets uses a tab view similar to Office 2007’s innovative ribbon
interface for displaying these edit buttons. While we do not have direct evidence
that this is a better metaphor, it allowed us to provide additional functionality in a
more structured way that can be standardized across Google’s product lines.

REDESIGNED NAVIGATION USING COLLAPSIBLE,
HIERARCHICAL BLADES
The second redesign theme chosen by the team was the consolidation of multiple,
dissimilar pages into a single, fluid page with consistent navigation elements. We
noticed that, especially in the think-aloud, users had significant difficulty
understanding how to navigate around the site, and even lost data in the process
[1-9]. To address this we borrowed the collapsible blade metaphor from the Xbox
360 user interface. This innovation makes navigation within Blogger easier, both
by making the hierarchy of the different views (account → blog → post) more
apparent and by exposing commonly needed administrative functionality at all
times. Each blade represents a particular view, with more general views above
more specific ones, providing a vertical breadcrumb trail down to the currently
active view. The blades contain controls relevant to each view that may be useful
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when working in other views, such as logging out or modifying blog settings. Each
blade can be clicked to expand its contents via a smooth sliding animation. When
the user is editing a post, the top blade containing the account view is collapsed, a
second blade containing the blog view is also collapsed, and the bottom, active
blade contains the post editor.

Figure 10: Existing Account View
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Figure 11: Redesigned Account View
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Figure 12: Existing Blog View
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FLEXIBLE BLOG POST MANAGEMENT
The team noticed in the CI that the user struggled while managing posts and
comments in the blog view [80,81]. From the think-aloud, it was also apparent that
the user did not immediately perceive that clicking the “Edit” button would return
them to the post editor view [9]. The design team used these breakdowns to
generate several redesign ideas in the blog view. To begin with, this interface was
made consistent with the account view interface: the post title became a link that
would open the post view, and the visual presentation was modified. Additionally,
the “Settings” and “View Blog” buttons were moved to the blog blade, both so that
they would be visible at all times and to reinforce that they applied to the entire
blog and not to individual posts.
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Because editing a post no longer requires loading a new page, and the editing view
is a WYSIWYG representation of how the post appears on the blog, the quick
preview disclosure triangle and “view” link were removed from the interface in
favor of simply clicking on the post title to view the post contents. This approach
has several advantages, such as supporting the display of complex formatting and
images within posts, but comes with the trade-off of being more disruptive to the
user’s workflow, since the post list is collapsed into a blade when a post title is
clicked. This potential downside is addressed by the addition of a new “Edit
Another Post” pop-up button in the post blade, from which the user can select
another post to edit without returning to the post list first.
We also modified the feedback mechanism that alerts users to changes in system
status, such as successful publication of a new post. The existing feedback
mechanism takes users to a new page that announces successful publication of the
post and includes a set of confusing and unnecessary buttons [42]. To keep users
within our unified, single-page design, we added inline feedback.
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In addition to these changes, the delete link was replaced with a delete icon to
match the standard convention of using a trash can to throw any unwanted
material. This also conforms to the web convention of reserving underlined text for
use as a hyperlink to a new page, and using within-page functionality for buttons
and icons. The text “[modified]” was also introduced as an annotation on post titles
to identify published posts that have had changes made to them since being
published, but whose recent changes have not yet been published on the blog. A
new check box was also introduced to allow the user to publish or unpublish posts
with a single click. This add feature allows users to publish posts from either the
post or the blog view. In the current Blogger interface, posts can only be published
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from the post view, and there is no way to unpublish a post short of deleting it.
While we did not observe users requiring these particular features and
modifications, we can easily imagine the lack of them to be a serious problem in
certain cases.

MANAGING IMAGES AND LINKS
From the contextual inquiry, heuristic evaluation, and think-aloud, the team
realized that managing and editing images [39,40,75-78,82] and links [48-71] were
some of the most difficult tasks for users and deserved to be addressed during the
redesign phase. After a careful evaluation of the data the team decided to include
two palettes along the right side of the post editor: one for images and another for
links. These palettes allow the user to re-use previously uploaded pictures and
previously inserted links, as well as providing a bulwark against the possibility of
the user losing an image or link they had inserted and having to find and insert it
again. While we did not observe this directly, this sort of occurrence is inevitable,
and including the palette functionality helps satisfy the error-prevention heuristic.
Once and image or link is in the palette, dragging and dropping an image or link
from the palette into the post editor would be sufficient to insert it at that location.
An innovative adaptation of this idea also realized in the redesign was to allow the
user to send an email to an address associated with their Blogger account that
contains photographs and/or links; the system would download the attachments
and add the media to the image and link palettes, making them available to easily
add into posts. Integration with services such as Flickr and del.icio.us was also
contemplated, allowing the user to automatically populate their image and link
palettes with content from their accounts on these services, but we decided that
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this would be both out of scope and unrealistic from a business standpoint, as
Google would probably not want to drive traffic to Yahoo!-owned properties.
The design team found numerous breakdowns in the contextual models and thinkaloud user study involving the user trying to add a link to a post [48-71]. The
optimal way to accomplish the specific task of adding a link to the existing post is
to first copy the link URL, then type a title for the URL in the post editor, select the
text, and then hit the “insert link” button to open the dialog box in which to enter
the URL. This does not appear to fit well to the user’s mental model; upon being
told the correct procedure, one user exclaimed “never in a million years would I
have guessed that’s how you do it” [52-54]. The design team observed this user
click the “insert link” button before typing a title [48,49,55,56,57]. As a result the
behavior of the “insert link” button was modified to display a non-modal dialog
containing input fields for both the URL and the title, allowing the user to specify
both at once. When the user enters a URL, the title is automatically filled in based
on the title of the actual page pointed to by that URL, but it can be subsequently
edited by the user as well. The user can also use this to “linkify” already typed text
in the manner of the original interaction. As a result of the change, new design
supports both URL-first and title-first approaches.

INVISIBLE AND PERVASIVE CHANGES
The team created a number of design ideas that solve real, observed problems, but
some of these ideas are either bug fixes, and therefore invisible as far as the user is
concerned, or would be systematically applied to a number of interactions, all of
which fell outside of the scope of the redesign. Nevertheless, we felt they deserved
to be mentioned here. Blockquote functionality fell into the former category.
From the heuristic evaluation also it noticed that the “blockquote” button works
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inconsistently and there was no option to undo the blockquote in a convenient way
[43]. This should simply be fixed.
Another innovation designed to consolidate multiple views, but that was not
mentioned in previous sections, is the use of a “light box” effect to present
complex, locally modal views without causing the user to navigate off of the
current page and risk losing data. A light box effect causes a dialog-like view to
appear above the currently active page, which is partially obscured by a dark
translucent layer to indicate that it is unavailable. Light boxes disappear cleanly
when dismissed, returning the user to their work without hassle. Light box effects
were proposed by the team to implement the Help system, an interface to upload,
resize, crop, and adjust images, and the “Edit HTML Code” view. Since all of these
features fall outside our main focus, the precise implementations of these features is
left to future work.
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RETROSPECTIVE
Word Count: 2983
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CONTEXTUAL INQUIRY / DESIGN
We found contextual inquiry to be a beneficial method to utilize in the early stages
of design. It provides analysts with data describing how users work and, done
correctly, sets a great foundation for the redesign of the user’s work. One of the
benefits of this method is that, since it comes early in the process, evaluators
approach it with fewer biases. It allows evaluators to step away from the design of
the current system and truly analyze how the user actually works – focusing on
improving the user’s work and not just improving their current system (by adding
features, etc.).
No other methods we’ve reviewed immerse the analyst in this quantity of data.
Our CI process provided 35 significant redesign opportunities (more than any
other method - see Appendix C), which represented only a small subset of the total
data collected via the method. Unfortunately, this much data comes with a price:
contextual inquiry is extremely expensive. Scheduling time with users, conducting
inquiries, analyzing the data, and developing contextual models are all time
consuming tasks. While CI may not make sense for a project with a tight timeline,
the documents created during the contextual modeling process are useful to share
with clients. The models provide a “picture” of the work, which calls out
breakdowns and process and is useful when rationalizing design ideas with clients
and stakeholders. On the other hand, we noticed that there are times when some
models may not provide much value. For example, we have not received any benefit
from the physical model that we created for the Blogger project.
We also noticed how user-specific this method could be. Depending on financial
and time constraints, evaluators are going to be limited to a certain number of
interviews. The participants need to be chosen carefully since their work structure
is going to strongly influence the models generated. Depending on the project, the
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cultural model especially will need to be analyzed subjectively, as it pertains to the
particular culture of the individuals interviewed (this could be an issue when
developing products for cross-culture release – i.e., international or widely variant
corporate cultures). For this reason, a CI with one user is extremely dangerous, as
analysts dive deeply into one user’s work process and their particular actions may
not be representative of the market. For example, the user may have an atypical
background and always choose to edit their blogs in raw HTML, while many users
who are not familiar with the code structure of HTML would find the “edit HTML”
view confusing.
Overall, we found contextual inquiry and design to be very powerful, providing a
large quantity of data (similar to our experience with think-aloud). Conducting CI/
CD early in the design process provides a great opportunity to get the entire team
into a single room and on the same page. Having everyone strongly involved this
early in the process is a great brainstorming and focusing opportunity. There were a
couple things we needed to watch out for, however. For example, we had difficulty
understanding the boundaries between certain models. This required us to set
guidelines initially to establish internal consistency. Once we were all on the same
page, disagreement was minimized and the models made sense to everyone.
Another thing to be careful of is conducting the actual interview. Evaluators should
be very familiar with the CI process, as it is very easy for users to misunderstand
the goal and bias the results by generalizing and/or deviating from their normal
work. These challenges notwithstanding, CI/CD was able to provide us with a great
amount of data and deep understanding of the user’s work process.
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HEURISTIC EVALUATION
Heuristic evaluation provided our group with a shared set of usability guidelines to
reference as we evaluated the Blogger interface. Since the heuristics are recognized
usability principles, heuristic evaluation is an especially valuable resource if
justification of a usability concern is needed (while not applicable in this class, this
might be extremely handy in industry when explaining usability concerns to
stakeholders, developers, and other members of a development team).
As we critiqued Blogger using HE, we became aware of the benefits and
shortcomings of this evaluation method. One of the major benefits is the ability to
perform evaluation without requiring user participation. Because this method does
not depend on user participation or specific knowledge of the user base, HE is a
cheap and effective method of evaluating interfaces on a limited budget.
HE is a relatively comprehensive evaluation method. While we gathered substantial
data with this method, we noticed that many of the issues uncovered were cosmetic
(average severity of 1.5 - see Appendix C) or were not validated by the users we
observed in the contextual inquiry and think-aloud. Evaluators should keep in
mind that the issues identified in HE might not end up being problems to users.
Nevertheless, one obtains a large amount of data quickly from HE, which can point
out issues that potentially need to be addressed.
Although evaluation can take place without involvement of users, it is essential to
the effectiveness of HE to include quite a few evaluators (at least 4-5). The
reliability and comprehensiveness of HE is in direct relationship to the number and
experience of evaluators [Nielsen and Mack, p.54]. For example, we did not
discuss a focus before individually evaluating the interface. We ended up
individually evaluating different segments of Blogger, which resulted in very little
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overlap of issues identified. Our data would have been more accurate if we had
chosen a focus before the evaluation because we would have had more overlap and
therefore our severity ratings would be more reliable.
Evaluators also need to be cautious of biasing the data. It is easy for evaluators to
find an issue they have a “gut feeling” about, and then try to find a heuristic that it
violates in order to justify a design change. While evaluating the design, analysts
need to remember to take a step back and evaluate the design from the point of
view of the heuristics only. In addition, HE can be quite time consuming when
covering a large system. If the scope of the project is large, evaluators may need to
pick and choose what areas to focus on to ensure a comprehensive evaluation.
While every method has pros and cons, we found HE to be extremely beneficial
throughout the entire design process. This method is extremely versatile and was
applicable to evaluating the current Blogger site, as well as our design ideas and
mock-ups. Since we did not need to recruit user participants, we were able to
complete this method relatively quickly and efficiently. In addition, HE does a great
job of providing the evaluator with information as to why something is ineffective
– this path to a solution is very unique and not found in many methods. Although
HE is comprehensive, there is no way to find all usability issues with this method
(especially when working with a paper prototype or otherwise non-interactive
version of the interface, as details are likely to be glossed over). In order to ensure
data is accurate, HE should be done in conjunction with other methods [Nielsen &
Mack, p. 57] – we found think-aloud and HE data together provided a reasonably
thorough set of our recorded usability concerns (we proposed design ideas based
on 83% of TA UARs and 45% of HE UARs - see Appendix B).
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KEYSTROKE LEVEL MODELING
While the other methods evaluate user strategy, whether or not the system is
learnable, or whether or not a user will be able to realistically achieve their goals,
KLM is unique in its focus on efficiency and task-completion time. It provides
objective quantitative predictions that may be more immediately comprehensible
to engineers and developers than, for example, cognitive walkthrough or heuristic
evaluation, whose results might be perceived as being subjective opinion by
quantitative thinkers unless very carefully justified. We speculate that this might be
a significant advantage when pitching design ideas in developer-centric
organizational cultures, although in the context of the class it was not an issue.
KLM’s predictions are not necessarily reliable as point predictions of task
performance, but excel at providing valid comparisons between the same task
enacted on several designs. As a result, this method is best employed when
comparing a redesign to the interface it would be replacing. Thanks to CogTool,
performing these comparisons is extremely quick, inexpensive, and unambiguous
compared to the other methodologies we explored. CogTool makes it easy to
model many minor variations to a design at once, or to return to KLM at various
times in the design process, tweak an existing model to reflect the current state of
the design. This does require some expertise with CogTool, however. It is easy for
a novice user to make a mistake (using the wrong widget, for example) or to be
inconsistent in their approach to modeling a given situation. A more experienced
CogTool user will be more likely to consistently model situations using the same
widgets and techniques, and to use the right widget at the right time.
There are also limitations to KLM’s applicability. KLM is only useful in situations
in which expert users require an efficient workflow. It cannot presently model new
users, or expert users who are encountering new functionality. Moreover, it cannot
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accurately model tasks in which the user might be required to think about data or
to carefully consider a course of action: it can only reliably be used for practiced,
routine tasks performed by experts.
When applicable, however, we found that an additional benefit of applying KLM
was that, like cognitive walkthrough, it forced us to examine a specific workflow in
excruciating detail. In general, because we were examining a large system with
many flaws, we found it easy to fall into the trap of thinking too generally about the
interface and missing its specifics. KLM forced us into the details of the
interactions at a click-by-click level, which was valuable in and of itself.
Unfortunately, CogTool does not do a good job of helping to direct our attention to
how or where a task might be improved. While the visualization is a step in this
direction, it is too complex and difficult to interpret for novices. A set of profiling
tools, possibly including a simplified visualization and analysis of which types of
operations were the most time-consuming for the user, would go a long way
towards addressing this shortcoming.
Overall, we found KLM a quick, cheap, and therefore valuable method for
evaluating proposed design changes. If CogTool integrates tools to help designers
identify redesign opportunities, it will be an even stronger tool in our arsenal.

COGNITIVE WALKTHROUGH
Cognitive walkthrough provides a method for assessing how easy a system will be
to learn for a novice user. Like KLM, one of the fringe benefits of applying this
method was to force us to think through the details of specific tasks within the
larger interface. CW goes a step further, however, by requiring designers to
enumerate (and provide data in support of!) specific assumptions about a specific
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prototypical user’s background knowledge. Data from contextual inquiry is
particularly helpful for this purpose, so ideally cognitive walkthrough will be
performed after a CI has taken place.
Even with help from our models from the CI, though, we never felt completely
confident in the validity of the assumptions we made, and see this step in the CW
process as a significant potential source of error. It is quite possible that this lack of
confidence would be mitigated simply by having more CI data, as we only had CI
data from one user to draw from. Nonetheless, the description of the user’s
background knowledge must be created with caution.
CW shares many features of heuristic evaluation: both allow analysts to evaluate an
interface without involving users, and as a result are fast and cheap to use.
Cognitive walkthrough is better at uncovering problems related to the mapping
between a user’s action and that user’s goal. If the actions required to accomplish a
task do not constitute noticeable progress towards the goal the user is trying to
achieve, cognitive walkthrough will pick this up. If these actions meander through
the state space but are still consistent with the mental model of the user, heuristic
evaluation will not report a problem, because heuristic evaluation is focused more
on particular states, whereas cognitive walkthrough is focused on the connections
between those states. A side effect of this, however, is that, due to the task-specific
nature of cognitive walkthrough, it is unlikely to uncover usability problems that
don’t occur on critical task flows. Heuristic evaluation will still uncover these
problems, as it encourages practitioners to explore the system looking for violated
heuristics independent of task sequences.
CW shares an additional characteristic with KLM. Just as KLM should only be
used to model expert users, CW only applies to novice users. In our redesign
process, we found that the data from CW, KLM, and HE were particularly useful
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when taken together. Together, they paint a picture of the experience of the novice,
the experience of the expert, and the conventions that apply to both experts and
novice. When considering a new feature, we can use a combination of the methods
to quickly assess its impact on both novice and expert users.
As a result, CW is a particularly useful technique to apply prior to think-aloud on a
new design. CW should uncover issues that novice users in a think-aloud are likely
to uncover. This was borne out in our experience with think-aloud, which involved
a relative novice. We validated a higher percentage of bad UARs from the CW than
we did from the HE. We also found that, because CW uncovers very specific
problems, the problems it uncovered were not difficult to design solutions to
address. For the same set of reasons, CW would also be useful to quickly identify
problems with existing designs. We imagine that, since it is a cheap technique to
apply, it would be worth applying to evaluate both an existing interface as well as its
redesign.

THINK-ALOUD
Think-aloud (TA) is superficially similar to CI because they both involve
observations of real users in context. The similarities largely end there, however.
While CI should be undertaken at the very start of the design process and provides
an overview of users’ work processes, culture, and environment, TA should be used
to evaluate specific tasks. The output of the two methods is substantially different
in both scope and content. CI reveals breakdowns in a larger work context and
allows practitioners to probe deeply into that context, while TA reveals critical
incidents in specific, bounded task flows. While both methods employ users, we
found that analyzing TA data was an order of magnitude less time consuming than
analyzing CI data. Perhaps this was due to our inexperience with the CI modeling
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process, but we found it far easier to search for and document critical incidents in a
specific task flow than to try and fit all of the disparate CI data into five separate
models on the fly. On the other hand, TA only provided insight into the specific
tasks that we investigated, while CI provided data on a much larger set of issues.
Both methods have their place: CI at the start of the design process to help frame
the design problem and guide further exploration, and TA to uncover usability
problems in specific workflows on both existing and proposed systems.
As an evaluative method, we found TA to be far more time-consuming, but also to
result in more reliable data, than either HE or CW. Ultimately, HE and CW are
poor substitutes for seeing a real user work through a task. In part, this is because
usability analysts tend to be highly experienced computer users as well, and that
experience may hinder us as we look for problems via HE or CW. We imagine that
the difference in problems uncovered by TA as opposed to HE and CW would only
increase as TA was applied to additional users. Unfortunately, due to the time
constraints inherent in the course, we were only able to obtain TA data from one
user. In practice, relying on data from only one user or on only one task would be
a terrible mistake, as a single user is likely to encounter only a subset of the
usability problems lurking in any given task flow on any given system. The tradeoff
here is obvious: the more users and tasks we evaluate with TA, the more confidence
we can have in our results, and the more expensive and time consuming the
analysis will become. Even with only one user, however, we generated 23 separate
UARs, 82% of which we addressed in some form in our redesign (see Appendix B).
There are some other pitfalls to watch out for when attempting TA. The users must
be representative of the target demographic, so care must be taken when recruiting
participants. There is also a possibility for introducing bias into the list of
observable critical incidents that drive the analysis of TA data. An incomplete or
biased list of critical incidents will have a profound effect on the usability problems
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uncovered, so this list must be generated with care. For the purposes of this class,
we were provided the list of critical incidents to use. In practice we imagine that
these must be carefully chosen. We were also unsure as to how to treat observed
problems that do not meet the criteria established for critical incidents. Are they to
be thrown away? Perhaps the method should be amended to account for this lesser
class of issues.
Overall, TA provided the most fertile data for our redesign. Ideally this method
would be employed both to inspire and validate redesigns, time and money
permitting.
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WYSIWYG: "What you see is what you get" - an editor said to be WYSIWYG is designed
so that the appearance of the content while being edited is exactly identical to the
appearance of the content while being viewed by others.
View: A large area of the browser window dedicated to a particular purpose or set of
interactions. Views typically do not map to individual Web pages, and more than one
view can be present on the page at one time, but the user typically only interacts with one
view at a time.
Palette: A small panel containing controls or other clickable elements that share some
common aspect of function or purpose.
Post editor: The component that allows the user to type a title and content for a blog
post. This includes images, links, and rich text formatting.
Blade: A wide, thin bar that represents the collapsed state of a view. Some limited
functionality of the view may be available directly from the blade, and clicking on the
blade expands the view it represents.
Preview view: A view in the original Blogger editor that renders content as it will appear
when viewed.
Edit HTML view: A view in the original Blogger post editor that presents the post
contents as raw HTML code.
Compose view: A view in the original Blogger post editor that attempts to present the
post contents in a pseudo-WYSIWYG format, providing a limited ability to see and edit
images, links, and formatting without editing HTML code.
Ribbon: A toolbar style used in Microsoft Office 2007 and Google Docs and
Spreadsheets, among others. A ribbon sports multiple tabs, each containing toolbar
buttons and other controls relevant to the functionality of that tab.
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Breadcrumb trail: A navigation aid used widely on the Web. Breadcrumb trails
typically start from the Home page or some other logical "root" and present a list of more
and more specific pages in order, ending with the page the user is currently viewing.
Account view: the view comprising the user's profile information and a list of their
blogs.
Blog view: the view comprising a list of the posts making up a particular blog, along
with associated information.
Post editor view: The view comprising the post editor, image and link palettes, and
associated functionality.
Light box: A view that appears on top of, and partially obscures, the content beneath it,
providing a modal context that can be dismissed to return back to the original view
without reloading a page or losing state.
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APPENDIX B: UAR BREAKDOWN AND SUMMARY STATISTICS
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UAR BREAKDOWN

Reference
L026

Type
Breakdown

L046

Breakdown

L125

Breakdown

L129
L135

Breakdown
Breakdown

L144

Breakdown

L198

Breakdown

L212

Breakdown

L213

Breakdown

L214

Breakdown

L214

Breakdown

L215
L229

Breakdown
Breakdown

L231

Breakdown

L252
L277

Breakdown
Breakdown

L282

Breakdown

L288

Breakdown

L291

Breakdown

Group 4

Description
Web does not provide all of the
necessary nursing data to U1
U1 makes spelling mistakes in blog
posts
Tries to read blog description, font is
too small
Logs in, has wrong username
Can’t change blog settings (unclear
which settings. Maybe authors?)
Edit buttons (on posts) are HUGE –
leave almost no room for titles
U1 tried to use the previous post
feature to find other posts in that
timeframe, but unlike the main blog
view, looking at a previous post only
shows that post, and not other posts
adjacent to it in time.

Severity
N/A

Addressed
n

N/A

y

N/A

n

N/A
N/A

n
y

N/A

y

N/A

n

Crop tool is disabled. Looks like an
iPhoto bug, or a bizarre selection issue

N/A

n

Unsure as to whether or not cropping
photo will destroy original
Unclear what is being copied (selected
region, whole photo?)
Can’t find duplicate command in menu
on first pass
Copied photo, but paste is disabled
Wants to export for use on a webpage,
almost chooses Web page export in
iPhoto, which creates a webpage.
Unsure as to what number of pixels to
specify
Crop never applied
Clicking on picture of layout does not
select layout.
Picture takes longer than user
anticipates to upload
Image is not where U1 expected it to
be
User activates dashboard by mistake

N/A

n

N/A

n

N/A

n

N/A
N/A

n
n

N/A

n

N/A
N/A

n
n

N/A

n

N/A

y

N/A

n
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Reference
L302

Type
Breakdown

Description
User looks for save command (for blog
post) in file menu of the browser

Severity
N/A

Addressed
n

L305

Breakdown

N/A

n

L361

Breakdown

User notices that the text does not
wrap around the image as anticipated.
The error actually happened earlier,
but its results weren’t noticed until this
point.
Clicks on recover post for some reason,
which isn’t what she wants to do

N/A

y

L363

Breakdown

N/A

y

L366
L370

Breakdown
Breakdown

Yet again, picture isn’t positioned
where she wants it
Loses edit window – has to recover
Tries to move the picture a short
distance in Compose view. It doesn’t
work.

N/A
N/A

n
y

L373

Breakdown

N/A

y

L383
L393

Breakdown
Breakdown

Problems knowing that comments have
been made
Can’t delete comments
Strange – she reloaded the page and it
fixed the edit-button sizing problem.

N/A
N/A

y
y

L297
L315

Design Idea
Design Idea

Demote Edit HTML tab
Drag ’n Drop Picture placement in blog

N/A
N/A

y
y

L357
L034

Design Idea
Insight

Give user ability to annotate photos
The information that the blog provides
to other dog owners includes links to
external resources.

N/A
N/A

n
y

L181

Insight

N/A

n

L208

Insight

N/A

y

L282

Insight

Uses short common prefix for multiple
posts
U1 adds pictures to enhance reader
understanding
User equates upload time of large
image with download time. Will
blogger scale?

N/A

n

L406

Insight

Logging in to publish is different from
logging in to administer – this is clearly
a problem for U1.

N/A

y

HE

Wheelchair icon - icon for audio caption
is unclear and potentially offensive

be-HE-01

n
2.25

HE
jbc-HE-01

Group 4

n
Keyboard Shortcuts - Blogger does not
accommodate Mac keyboard shortcuts
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Type
HE

Description
Image Placement - image does not
appear at the cursor when adding to
blog post

HE

Create Links - there are two different
options to do the same activity (text
link and button) within Edit Posts

ls-HE-01

snc-HE-02
HE
be-HE-02

Change the Template Later text appears to be a link or command, but
is not

Severity

Addressed
y

3.25
y
1.5
n
1.25

HE
jbc-HE-03
HE
snc-HE-03
HE

be-HE-06
HE
be-HE-05,
jbc-HE-04

Recover Post - if saved post is opened
and not editted and the user selects
'recover post' the outcome of what will
happen is unclear
Wording of 'Recover Posts' - wording
refers to saved posts instead of
published posts

HE

Editing HTML - The HTML tags and text
are all mixed-up in the Edit HTML view
and hard to read

ls-HE-05
HE

snc-HE-04
HE

be-HE-07
HE

Group 4

Files Published - Text does not
accurately describe what is occuring
("files" are not being published, posts
are being published)

HE
jbc-HE-05

ls-HE-07

n
Cluttered Comments - comments are
visually cluttered and indistinguishable
Help Error Page - initially users are
taken to a page that does not display
the correct help information, it displays
garbled text or technical information

Ctrl S to Publish - Often 'ctrl s' is used
as the keyboard shortcut to save, when
in this case it is the keyboard shortcut
to publish
Republish Index Only' and 'Republish
Entire Blog' buttons - The 'Republish
Index Only' and 'Republish Entire Blog'
buttons are mysterious and badly
worded; plus they are displayed
immediately after publishing a blog
post when they are unrelated to that
activity
HTML Tags - Error received for HTML
tag not being closed, but does not
suggest a solution
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Type
HE

snc-HE-05

Description
Button Location - the 'Save as Draft'
and 'Publish Post' buttons move from
below the post content to above it
when moving into Preview view

Severity

Addressed
y

1.75

HE

n
Posting Comment on Own Blog - the
button to post comments on your own
blog is labeled "Login and Publish" even
if the user is already logged in

be-HE-09,
snc-HE-10

2.25

HE
jbc-HE-06
HE

ls-HE-11
HE

snc-HE-06

n
Moderate Comments - confusion over
what 'moderate comments' refers to
Adding Images - if the user is adding
images to the blog and clicks to add a
second image - and only chooses an
image in the second 'choose' field -they
cannot remove one of the fields and
when they publish are shown an error
Technical Errors - when publishing post
an error was received in technical
terms and did not provide a suggested
solution

3
y

3.25
n

2.75

HE

n
Permanent Link - the time the blog was
posted links to the permanent link

be-HE-10
HE

jbc-HE-10
HE

ls-HE-13
HE

snc-HE-07
HE
be-HE-12

Illegal Dates - users can enter illegal
dates (like 2/31/06), when published
the date reverts to a possible value but
no error is received
Sign in with Google Account - users
have the option to sign-in with Google
account, but the sign-in does not take
affect (within comments)
Ineffective Error - error indicated that
HTML was not accepted, but does not
inform user that the post was
published anyway
Underlining Links - link formatting
inconsistent; link to blog on comments
page is not underlined

2.25
n

1.75
n

3
n

4
n
2

HE
jbc-HE-11

Group 4

y
Manage Comments - comments cannot
be managed from 'edit post' screen
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Type
HE

ls-HE-15
HE

snc-HE-08
HE

be-HE-13
HE
jbc-HE-14
HE
ls-HE-04
HE

snc-HE-09
HE
jbc-HE-07
HE

ls-HE-09
CW
G04-CW-01
G04-CW-02

CW
CW

G04-CW-03
CW
G04-CW-04
TA
G04-TA-13
TA
G04-TA-06

Group 4

Description
Color of Delete Button - 'Delete
Comment' button is blue, 'Cancel'
button is red; color choice is confusing
and should be reverse
Notification within Blogger of
Comments - if blogger does not have
email notification set and also does not
have comment moderation enabled,
there is no easy notification when new
comments are posted
Blue Toolbar - the blue bar on top of
the comments page resembles the blue
toolbar that is on the blog pages, but
lacks functionality
Navigation Controls - navigation
controls within editing posts and
comments are different
Date - There are many fields to change
the date
Comment Post - the default view for
moderating comments is to sort by
comment date which does not display
which post the comment was for; user
must switch to sort by post name to
get this information
Inline HTML - the editor for comments
uses some inline HTML, but not the
blog post editor
Quote - when trying to insert a block
quote (using the block quote button)
we receive inconsistant problems
including 'undo' not working and HTML
being displayed
Need to open new browser window
unclear in CW
No visual feedback on copy shortcut
Link icon ambiguous in compose view
Add link dialog box text does not
adequately explain function
User struggles to specify link text,
interviewer intervenes
User struggles while adding link to
page, interviewer intervenes
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Severity

Addressed
n

2.5
y

2.75
n

1
y
2.25
n
2
y

2.5
y
2.25
y

4
n
2
1

n
y

1
y
2
y
3.75
y
3.25
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Type
TA

G04-TA-10
TA
G04-TA-12
TA
G04-TA-14
TA
G04-TA-15
TA
G04-TA-11
TA
G04-TA-16
TA
G04-TA-18
TA
G04-TA-19
TA
G04-TA-20
TA
G04-TA-23
TA
G04-TA-01
TA
G04-TA-02
G04-TA-03

TA
TA

G04-TA-07
TA
G04-TA-17
G04-TA-21

TA
TA

G04-TA-04
TA
G04-TA-05
TA
G04-TA-08
TA
G04-TA-09
G04-TA-22

Group 4

TA

Description
User attempts multiple strategies to
return from the preview screen to the
edit view
User cannot copy link while enter url
dialog is open
User hits back button in preview,
ignores warning, loses text, is
surprised
User expresses confusion about how to
save
User tries to save draft post using
browser save menu item
User cannot copy/paste link from the
bookmark
User doesn't understand the difference
between compose and edit view
User struggles to rename inserted link,
interviewer intervenes
User surprised by the correct procedure
to add a link
User struggles to change post title
color, interviewer intervenes
User used edit html view plus the
preview rather than just the compose
view
User tries several strategies to
check/set formatting of blog title, then
gives up
User finds warning dialog discouraging
User surprised when saving-as-draft
exited edit mode
User copies link url to paper and
retypes it instead of using copy/paste
User struggles to alter link title
User expects to see post title appear
on blog while composing
User expected to see image in html
view, saw html code instead
User attempts multiple strategies to
return to saved draft post
User surprised that no functionality is
explicitly displayed in the html view to
edit the name of a link
User manually selects color for link
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Severity

Addressed
y

3.25
y
3.25
y
3.25
y
3.25
n
3
n
3
y
3
y
3
y
3
y
3
y
2.25
y
2.25
2.25

y
y

2.25
n
2.25
2.25

y
n

2
y
2
y
2
y
2
2

y
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UAR STATISTICS

Type
Breakdown
Design Idea
Insight

# Issues
28
3
5

HE

33

CW

4

TA

23

Percent
Addressed
36%
67%

Average
Severity
N/A
N/A

Average
Severity
Addressed
N/A
N/A

60%

N/A

N/A

45%

2.42

2.57

50%
83%

1.50
2.67

1.50
2.70

Overall Statistics
Severity
% Addressed
Rating

3 to 4
2 to 3

75%
59%

1 to 2

44%
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APPENDIX C: UAR INDEX
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UAR INDEX

DESIGN IDEA 1: Simple and Consistent Navigation
[1] SNC-TA-07

Saving as Draft Changes View

D9

[2] BE-TA-06

User Loses Work

D10

[3] JBC-TA-09

User Navigates, Hits Back Button in Preview…

D11

[4] LS-TA-07

User Loses Post After Ignoring Prompt

D15,
D36,
D116

[5] SNC-TA-13

User Lost Text

D17

[6] BE-TA-4

Relationship Between Preview and Edit View

D18

[7] SNC-TA-09

Returning to Edit View from Preview View

D22

[8] JBC-TA-08

User Tries Multiple Strategies to Get Back to…

D23

[9] LS-TA-17

User Can Not Find the Back Button to Go Back…

D24

DESIGN IDEA 2: Keep Users in Compose View
[10] JBC-TA-05

User Used Edit HTML + Preview Instead of…

D26

[11] SNC-TA-06

HTML is Shown Instead of Image

D27

[12] LS-TA-14

User Expected to See Image but Saw HTML…

D28

[13] SNC-TA-15

Does Not Understand Difference Between…

D29

[14] BE-TA-12

Unclear Why Compose and Edit are Different…

D30

[15] LS-TA-10

User Struggles on Creating a Title fore the Link…

D31

DESIGN IDEA 3: Allow Users to Save Post from Warning Dialog
[16] BE-TA-01

User Finds Warning Dialog Restrictive

D33,
D113

[17] SNC-TA-02

Navigating to Templates Tab

D34,
D114

[18] JBC-TA-01

User Scared to Navigate Away from Compose…

D35,
D118

[19] LS-TA-07

See [4] ------------------------------------------------------

[20] JBC-HE-09

Modal Dialog Asks About Leaving Frame…

D38

[21] BE-TA-04

User Cannot Determine How to Get Back to…

D39
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DESIGN IDEA 4: Keep Save and Publish Buttons in Same Place
[22] BE-TA-05

User Cannot Save Post

D41

[23] SNC-TA-10

User Tries to Save Post Through Web…

D42

[24] BE-TA-07

User Expresses Confusion About How…

D44

[25] SNC-HE-05

‘Save as Draft’ and ‘Publish Post’ Buttons…

D45

DESIGN IDEA 5: Enable Users to Manage Comments While Editing a Post
[26] JBC-HE-06

No ‘Moderated’ Comments Found When Many…

D48

[27] JBC-HE-11

Can’t Delete Comments from Edit Post Screen

D50

[28] BE-HE-13

Bar on Top of Comments Page Resembles Toolbar…

D54

[29] JBC-HE-14

Navigation Controls From Editing Posts and…

D55

[30] JBC-HE-07

Editor for Comments Uses Some Inline HTML…

D56

[31] SNC-HE-09

Unclear What Posts Comments Are For

D58

DESIGN IDEA 6: Provide User with Comment Information in Blog View
[32] SNC-HE-08

No Notification Within Blogger of New Comments

D61

DESIGN IDEA 7: Show the User How Their Post will Look
[33] SNC-TA-01

Setting Color and Font of Title

D63

[34] LS-TA-01

User Can Not Change the Color and Font of the…

D64

[35] JBC-TA-03

User Tries Several Strategies to Check/Set…

D65

[36] JBC-TA-15

User Tries to Change Title Color

D66

[37] SNC-TA-19

Changing the Text Color of the Title

D67

[38] BE-TA-17

Color of Link in User’s Solution is the Wrong Shade…

D68

DESIGN IDEA 8: Including Images Should be Easy
[39] LS-HE-11

System Throws Error on Image When More Images…

D70

[40] LS-HE-01

Images in the Editor Window are not Easy to…

D71

DESIGN IDEA 9: Show User Saving and Publishing Status
[41] BE-HE-06

“Files Published” Displays in Percent, Has…

D73

[42] G4-HE-02

“Republish Index Only” and “Republish…

D74
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DESIGN IDEA 10: Provide the Ability to Manage and Edit Posts Efficiently
[43] LS-HE-09

“Blockquote” Button Works Inconsistently

D78

[44] BE-HE-05

“Recover Post” Link is Unclear and Warning…

D80

[45] JBC-HE-04

Recover Post on Saved Post – Outcome Unclear

D81

[46] JBC-HE-05

Recover post Refers to Saved Posts Instead of…

D82

DESIGN IDEA 11: Provide Users with Expected Order and Consistency
[47] SNC-HE-02

Two Different Options for the Same Activity

D85

DESIGN IDEA 12: Allow Users to Spell Check
No Documented UARs – Observed in CI
DESIGN IDEA 13: Make Adding Links Easy and Efficient
[48] JBC-TA-10

User Struggles to Add Link to Page

D89

[49] BE-TA-16

User Has Severe, Prolonged Difficulty Inserting Link

D90

[50] JBC-TA-14

User Manually Enters Text That is Still in His…

D91

[51] BE-TA-09

User Writes Down Link URL Instead of Using…

D92

[52] JBC-TA-12

User Surprised at Correct Link Adding Procedure

D93

[53] LS-TA-11

Procedure to Insert a Link is Not Intuitive For User

D94

[54] BE-TA-14

User Considers Necessary Process to Insert a Link…

D95

[55] SNC-TA-12

User Struggles to Specify Link Text

D96

[56] BE-TA-10

User Gives Up While Trying to Insert a Link Title

D100

[57] BE-TA-11

User Unable to Insert a Link Title

D101

[58] LS-TA-09

User Gets Surprised Not Seeing the Typed URL…

D102

[59] JBC-TA-11

User Struggles to Rename Link

D105

[60] BE-TA-13

User Cannot Rename Inserted Link

D106

[61] SNC-TA-16

Changing Link Name

D107

[62] JBC-TA-13

User Tries Multiple Strategies to Change Link Text…

D108

[63] BE-TA-15

User Has Difficulty Altering Link Title, Clearing…

D109

[64] SNC-TA-17

Including Additional Text in Hyperlink

D110

[65] JBC-TA-07

User Surprised He Wasn’t Given Ability to Name…

D111

[66] LS-TA-16

User Cannot Find How to Make URL a Link

D112
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[67] BE-TA-01

See [16] ----------------------------------------------------

[68] SNC-TA-02

See [17] ----------------------------------------------------

[69] JBC-TA-01

See [18] ----------------------------------------------------

[70] LS-TA-07

See [4] ------------------------------------------------------

[71] LS-TA-06

User Cannot Copy Link While Insert Dialog…

D118

[72] JBC-TA-02

User Expects to see Blog Title Appear…

D120

[73] BE-TA-02

User Expects Draft of Post to Appear on Blog Page

D121

[74] SNC-TA-03

Viewing Changes on Blog

D122

ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE FROM CONTEXTUAL INQUIRY
[75] L288

Image is Not Where U1 Expected

[76] L305

Text Does Not Wrap Around Image As Expected

[77] L363

Picture Not Positioned As User Desired

[78] L370

User Tries to Move Picture in Compose View

[79] L302

User Looks for Save in Menu Bar of Browser

[80] L373

Problems Knowing Comments Have Been Made

[81] L383

Can’t Delete Comments

[82] L282

Picture Takes Longer Than User Anticipates to Upload
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APPENDIX D: DESIGN IDEAS
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DESIGN IDEA 1: Simple and Consistent Navigation
Keep the user on one page to simplify navigation between edit view, blog view, and
account view. Enforce consistent navigation and functionality across views.
IMPLEMENTATION:
• Added vertically stacked “blades” for account, blog, and post editing views, each
containing buttons relevant to that view. Each blade can be clicked to expand and
view options.
• Added popup menu buttons to each blade allowing for quick view changes.
• Placed “Help” and “Sign Out” buttons on every view, not just the blog and post
editing views.
• Removed tabs for “Posting”, “Settings”, “Template”, and “View Blog”.
(Justification: “Settings” and “View Blog” buttons are now on the blog view blade,
template is collapsed into settings, and posting refers to what is now the only edit
view.)
• Removed “Back to Dashboard” button in post editing and blog views.
• Retasked branding header as a link to the account view, and resized to maximize
vertical space.
• Changed Blogger logo and logotype in account view blade to just use the logo and
use name of account instead.
• Placed “Settings” and “View Blog” in the Blog view blade.
PROBLEMS SOLVED:
• Confusion and data loss from navigating between views (SNC-TA-07, BE-TA-06,
JBC-TA-09, LS-TA-07, SNC-TA-13, BE-TA-04, SNC-TA-09, JBC-TA-08, LS-TA, 17)
• Confusion accessing blog settings (L135)

DESIGN IDEA 2: Keep Users in Compose View
Make HTML edit view a less prominent option with obviously different functionality
from the compose view.
IMPLEMENTATION:
• Removed separate “Edit” and “View” links.
• Removed references to “Compose” vs. “Edit HTML” views.
• Moved Edit HTML from a tab to a button (in a less prominent position) that
opens HTML edit view as a lightbox.
• Changed title of Edit HTML button to “Edit HTML Code”.
PROBLEMS SOLVED:
• Confusion about the difference between ‘compose’ and ‘edit html’ views (L297,
JBC-TA-05, SNC-TA-06, LS-TA-14, SNC-TA-15, BE-TA-12, LS-TA-10)

DESIGN IDEA 3: Allow Users to Save Post from Warning Dialog
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Add option to save post in the dialog box that warns users about changing being lost if
they navigate away from their current page.
IMPLEMENTATION:
• Right now the options are OK or CANCEL. Add SAVE as an option.
PROBLEMS SOLVED:
• Upon seeing the original dialog box, users had to cancel the navigation and then
figure out how to save the post, then attempt the navigation again to continue (BETA-01, SNC-TA-02, JBC-TA-01, LS-TA-07, JBC-HE-09, BE-TA-04)

DESIGN IDEA 4: Keep Save and Publish Buttons in the Same Place
Keep the save and publish buttons at the top of the edit area so that users are more likely
to see them.
IMPLEMENTATION:
• Moved “Save as Draft” and “Publish” buttons to a more prominent permanent
position.
PROBLEMS SOLVED:
• Save and Publish buttons can be below the fold (not visible) if the user does not
scroll down. (L302, BE-TA-05, SNC-TA-10, BE-TA-07)
• Save and publish buttons are in different places in Edit and Preview views. (SNCHE-05)

DESIGN IDEA 5: Enable Users to Manage Comments While Editing a Post
Show related comments within compose view and provide the capability to manage and
delete comments from this view.
IMPLEMENTATION:
• Added display of comments inline in post editing view.
• Added ability to delete comments from post editing view.
PROBLEMS SOLVED:
• Can’t delete comments from administrative interface (L383, JBC-HE-06, JBC-HE11)
• Navigation controls are different for comments UI and administrative UI (BEHE-13, JBC-HE-14)
• Edit controls are different for comments UI and administrative UI (JBC-HE-07)
• Default view for comments does not show the post each comment is associated
with (SNC-HE-09)
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DEISIGN IDEA 6: Provide User with Comment Information in Blog View
Display the number of comments and new comments for each post in the blog view.
IMPLEMENTATION:
• Add a column to the blog view with comment information (number of new
comments, notification of new comments).
PROBLEMS SOLVED:
• No way to know that new comments have been posted from administrative UI
(L373, SNC-HE-08)

DESIGN IDEA 7: Show the User how their Post will Look
True WYSIWYG editor that displays the post as it will be seen in the blog, along with all
template formatting applied.
IMPLEMENTATION:
• Made editor truly WYSIWYG, reflecting format of blog template.
• Removed preview view entirely (no longer necessary).
PROBLEMS SOLVED:
• Difficult to visualize formatting of post title (SNC-TA-01, LS-TA-01, JBC-TA-03,
JBC-TA-15, SNC-TA-19)
• Difficult to know what color links will be (BE-TA-17)
• Accurately specifying location of image and how text associates with the image is
difficult (L370, L305)

DESIGN IDEA 8: Including Images Should be Easy
Allow users to upload images to common image palette. Image palette will allow users to
drag and drop images onto their blog post with ease.
IMPLEMENTATION:
• Added image palettes
PROBLEMS SOLVED:
• Technical issues with uploading multiple images when first image path is
unspecified – users receive error (LS-HE-11)
• Images do not always appear where expected (L288, L363, LS-HE-01)
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DESIGN IDEA 9: Show User Saving and Publishing Status
Show save and publish feedback instantly and inline.
IMPLEMENTATION:
• Show users alerts when posts are saved or published.
PROBLEMS SOLVED:
• Terminology does not fit mental model (files vs. posts) in save/publish feedback
screen (BE-HE-06)
• Republish index/ Republish entire blog buttons on post upload feedback screen
highly confusing (BE-HE-07)

DESIGN IDEA 10: Provide Users with Ability to Manage and Edit Post
Efficiently
Use ribbon-style UI for post editor. Simplify and clarify post management functionality
and consolidate into ribbon tab in post editor. Additionally, it is an excellent UI metaphor
already employed by Google Docs and Spreadsheets, Office 2007, and others. It allows us
to intelligently segment post editing and post management functionality.
IMPLEMENTATION:
• Added a tab view for tools (modeled after Word’s and Google Docs and
Spreadsheet’s “ribbon”) consisting of “Edit”, “Insert”, and “Manage” tabs
• Added more tools, including Cut/Copy/Paste and better blockquoting/indenting
tools
• Removed links for “Create”, “Edit posts”, “Moderate comments”, and “Status”
(Justification: Create (post) is now hierarchically below the “Edit” view - really the
blog view; moderate comments presents an error message with a redirect by default in
current Blogger interface anyway, and status presents functionality that should no
longer be needed.)
• Added visual indication of modified status in published posts
• Removed “Recover Post” link
• Added options to “Revert to Published”, “Unpublish”, and “Delete” to the post
editing view
• Added auto-save functionality
PROBLEMS SOLVED:
• Block quote functionality inconsistent (LS-HE-09)
• Outcome of recover post is unclear (BE-HE-05, JBC-HE-04)
• Wording of recover post refers to saved posts, not published posts (JBC-HE-05)

DESIGN IDEA 11: Provide Users with Expected Order and Consistency
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Reorganize list of posts on Blog view and enforce consistency with other views.
IMPLEMENTATION:
• Made posts list visually consistent with blogs list.
• Removed quick preview of post text to remain consistent with Blog view, and
because Blade UI rendered this unnecessary.
PROBLEMS SOLVED:
• Edit buttons change size (L144, L393)
• Two ways to create a post (1 in top level navigation, 1 in page) (SNC-HE-02)

DESIGN IDEA 12: Allow Users to Spell Check
Provide an inline spell check.
IMPLEMENTATION:
• Add spell check functionality to the editing ribbon.
PROBLEMS SOLVED:
• Users unable to currently check spelling while writing posts. (L046)

DESIGN IDEA 13: Make Adding Links Easy and Efficient
Fix insert link dialog box to be non-modal (allow users to browse to other sites while
dialog box is open), provide a more intuitive link icon, and add a link palette for saved
links that are used frequently.
IMPLEMENTATION:
• Added links palettes
• Made ‘insert link’ dialog box non-modal
• Added Title field to dialog box in addition to the URL field
PROBLEMS SOLVED:
• Adding links to blog posts can be difficult and/or confusing (JBC-TA-10, BE-TA16, JBC-TA-14, BE-TA-9, JBC-TA-12, LS-TA-11, BE-TA-14)
• Specifying the text of the link is difficult (SNC-TA-12, BE-TA-10, BE-TA-11, LSTA-9, JBC-TA-11-BE-TA-13, SNC-TA-16, JBC-TA-13, BE-TA-15, SNC-TA-17, JBCTA-7, LS-TA-16)
• Link icon is ambiguous in compose view (BE-TA-01, SNC-TA-02, JBC-TA-01,
LS-TA-7)
• User cannot copy link while enter URL dialog box is open (LS-TA-06)
• Add link dialog does not explain its function (JBC-TA-02, BE-TA-02, SNC-TA03)
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ADDITIONAL DESIGN IDEAS – CONTEXTUAL INQUIRY
•

Remove all references to term “Dashboard” (L133)

ADDITIONAL DESIGN IDEAS – GROUP BRAINS TORMING
•
•
•
•

Change “Create A Blog” button text to “Create New Blog”.
Add a checkbox to the blog view menu to allow for publishing and unpublishing
posts with a single click.
Replace “Delete” link with a clickable icon.
Add navigation links for blogs with too many posts to fit in one screen.
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN IDEA 1: Simple and Consistent Navigation
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Problem/Good Aspect: Problem

Evidence:
The user saved his post as a draft, when Blogger changed views, the user was surprised and not
sure how to return to editing his post.
Video time: 00:06:47 – 00:06:52
Criterion: 6 – the user expressed surprise or hesitation
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No BE-TA-6
Problem
Name:
User loses work.
Evidence:
00:13:54-00:14:35
User clicks on link to external site in preview view. Blogger warns user that there are unsaved
changes. User says "I'm fascinated that it wants me to save a... [preview]". User clicks "OK" in
dialog. Blogger returns user to post list. User clicks "Edit" next to draft. User says, "Oh my
god, I lost text. How'd that happen? How did it happen that I lost text?"
Criterion: 7 - expresses negative affect
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 4 – usability catastrophe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No JBC-TA-09
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
User navigates hits back button in preview, ignores warning, loses text, is surprised
Evidence:
13:39 User says “I’m trying to put my cursor there to see if it gets any traction for changing, or
being able to overwrite… which I don’t think I have at this point.”

13:54 In post preview mode, user clicks on link in post. System displays warning message that
there are unsaved changes: “Are you sure you want to navigate away from this page?
You have unsaved changes. Press OK to continue or Cancel to stay on the current page.”

13:58 User clicks cancel button
14:02 User: “So it wants me to save…. I’m fascinated that it wants me to save, ah”
14:07 User clicks back button in browser, System displays warning message there are unsaved
changes
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14:08: User clicks ok, sees screen listing posts

14:10: User: “Oh god… Go back to edit…”
14:18 User clicks edit button, sees edit view with html

14:22 User: “OK well… Oh, this is interesting.”
14:34 User: “Oh my god… I lost text”
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Criterion: 7 - The user expresses some negative affect or says something is a problem
Explanation:
At this point in the task the user was trying to change the displayed text for the link he had
created, which we can gather from the quote at 13:39. While trying to return from preview
mode to edit mode, the user hit the back button. The user had previously been editing the post,
so using the back button to return to the previous editing screen made sense to him (based on the
quote at 14:10). The user then ignored the warning (which he had seen many times previously),
navigated away from the preview page, and lost changes he made to the blog.
When the user returned to the edit screen (14:22), he noticed that his work was missing (14:34).
The user clearly displayed negative affect here. He was distressed and surprised that his work
has been lost.
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3 – Major Usability Problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: Common
The root of this problem is the subtle (from a user’s perspective) difference between browser
controls and controls for a specific web application. Users used to desktop applications will
expect that menus and buttons affect the data from that application. Unfortunately, this does not
quite apply when using web applications. The back button rarely works as expected, for
example. Menu commands like open and save, when they work at all, do not apply to
documents contained within web applications, but rather to the web applications themselves.
This user lost data because he misunderstood the nature of saving documents in web
applications, and assumed incorrectly that the back button would take him to the previous screen
with his data intact. Because of the subtlety of the above distinctions and the fact that most
users are likely to be more familiar with desktop applications than their web counterparts, many
users are likely to make this sort of mistake
Impact: Difficult to overcome
Once data is lost from a web application, the only way to get it back is to type it back in again.
Any situation in which data is lost can be extremely difficult to overcome. What if the data lost
was irreplaceable?
Persistence: One-Time
Once the user understands the above distinctions between web and desktop applications, they are
unlikely to make this sort of mistake again. However, users must be quite sophisticated to
understand this distinction. Many users never reach this deep an understanding of the
applications they use, and it is unreasonable to expect them to do so.
How I weighted the factors:
Because users who truly understand web applications will not have this problem, it is not a
usability catastrophe in that it does not impact all users. However, since it affects such a large
number of users and data loss is involved, it is certainly a major usability problem.
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
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Google has engineered a solution for their web applications such that hitting the back button in
the browser does not break the application. Applying this technology to Blogger would be a
major help – the only drawback here is the additional complexity and programmer time required
to implement the feature.
Another solution would be to offer the user additional options in the dialog box, such as opening
the link in a new window or saving the edited post as a draft before opening the new page. The
tradeoff here would be that the dialog box would become far more complicated than the
traditional OK/Cancel box that users may expect.
Relationships:
The following UARs also have to do with navigation and the preview page:
JBC-TA-01, JBC-TA-05, JBC-TA-06, JBC-TA-08
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No LS –TA-07
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
User looses his post after ignoring the prompt message.
Evidence:
00.13.44– 00.14.35
<00.13.44> User tries to put the curser at the beginning of the link to change the title of the link
in the preview window.
<00.14.11> User shows frustration after he hits the back button to go back to the previous
window (edit post window) to save the post and goes to the edit post window.
<00.14.35> User says “Oh my God I lost my post”. User looses the link and post text that he just
created.
Criterion: 4. The user does not succeed in a task.
Explanation:
Goal- To make a hyperlink to an inserted URL text in the editor window.
At 00.13.44 user tries to clinks the posted URL to give it a title and sees prompt box to save the
post before leaving the page. User clicks the back button to go back to the previous window so
that he can save it and looses his posted texts. This is because the prompt window does not help
the user in saving the post and since this prompt appears every time user clicks a link on the
browser of on any button on the browser window. User is most likely to ignore this message
after seeing many times.
Severity or Benefit: Major usability problem.
Rating: 3
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: Frequent- Most users will face this problem because almost all users uses the
back button to go back to a previous window while browsing a website.
Impact: High- Most novice users are unlikely to achieve their goals or will probably waste a
lot of time because it does not matches with their normal work practice.
Persistence: Persistent - This problem is most likely to persist with most novice user and it
is very difficult for the user to detect it because there is no proper feed back and the same
message appears every time the user click something in the editor window. This could
repeatedly bother novice users but expert user might be able to detect it and may not face a
problem.
How I weighted the factors: Seeing the frequency and impact of this problem I would rate
this as 3 in numerical scale and would recommend fixing it.
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
There are several solutions to this problem on is to provide a save post in the prompt window
Group 4
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itself so that user does not have search for a save button. Second option could be an auto save
option could help user save their post without bothering them with the prompt to save the post.
Moreover as suggested in LS-TA-05 the blog can be designed as software which can allow them
to use File > save option as well use other features from the main menu so that they can
associate the blog with their normal work practice with the existing software.
Relationships: LS-TA-05, LS-TA-06
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Problem/Good Aspect: Problem

Evidence:
The user notices he lost text.
Video time: 00:14:28 – 00:14:52
Criterion: 6 – user expresses surprise
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No BE-TA-4
Problem
Name:
Relationship between Preview and Edit views violates user expectation.
Evidence:
09:33
User switches to the Preview view.
“Let me try to preview it and see how it looks now.”

09:41
09:52

“Well, it kind of looks like that except I don’t have the right font for the title, and I
don’t have the actual title for the link.”
Clicks “Back” button in browser.
A dialog appears, “Are you sure you want to navigate away from this page? You have
unsaved changes. Press OK to continue, or Cancel to stay on the current page.”
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“Are you sure you want to navigate… boy, this software really doesn’t like me to leave
the page. Particularly if I don’t save, so that’s okay.”
Clicks “Cancel” button in dialog.
Clicks “Back” button in browser again.
The same dialog appears again.
Clicks “Cancel” button again.
“Yeah, so this is sort of interesting because I don’t know what it means to save this
view, which is just the preview view. Can I even save it?”
Selects “Save As…” from browser’s “File” menu.
“There is a ‘Save As’…”
Clicks OK button in Save dialog.
An error dialog appears, “The Web page could not be saved.”

“Oh, now the Web page could not be saved. Well that’s a big help.”
“So I’m in the preview phase, but before the preview and compose screens were sort of
side by side.”
Clicks “Restore” button in title bar of browser window.
“OK. Well, it looks like I did something to get back to… no. I’m still looking at the
preview screen. Well where’s the… oh, that’s great. This had been in like two
panes.”

10:57
10:58
11:03

“I think I am stupid.”
Uses the scroll bar to scroll to the top of the page.
Uses horizontal scroll bar to scroll to the right of the page.
“Edit HTML… OK. Go back to here?”
11:04
Clicks on “Edit HTML” text.
11:06
“Oh, hide preview.”
Clicks “Hide Preview” button.
11:07
User continues with task.
Criterion: 7 - expresses negative affect
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Explanation:
The user’s goal here (after 09:41) is to return from the Preview view to the Edit HTML view
from whence he came (as implied by his clicking on the “Back” button and subsequent
comments). The user’s mental model represents the Preview view and the Edit HTML view as
two separate Web pages (evidenced by the fact that the user, an experienced Web user, believes
that the Back button will return him to the Edit HTML view). Blogger presents a dialog
indicating that he should save changes before navigating away from this page. By “this page,”
Blogger means the actual HTML page encompassing both the Edit HTML and Preview views,
but the user interprets it as telling him that he must save changes to the Preview view itself
(10:09). This confuses him, apparently because he knows the Preview view is not where
changes are made. Nonetheless, he accepts his interpretation of the system’s constraints on his
behavior and assigns himself a subgoal of saving the view (10:09). He uses the browser’s “Save
As” menu item to save the view, not realizing that by using the term “save,” Blogger wants him
to use the “Save Changes” button in the interface, which will save his changes to the Blogger
server, not to his hard drive. That button, however, is not visible in the viewport, and the user is
unaware that Blogger cannot interact with the menus of the browser. The browser’s
uninformative error message frustrates him further (as evidenced by his sarcasm, 10:26).
Eventually, after expressing the (incorrect) belief that the panes were side by side before (10:26),
he expresses a very strong negative affect, labeling himself as stupid (10:57).
The two aspects of this UAR represent the same fundamental problem: namely, the relationship
between the Edit HTML view and the Preview view (two views of a single page) is not what the
user expects it to be (two separate pages). This causes the user to misidentify both the means of
getting back to the Edit HTML view and the reason for the dialog warning him to save his
changes.
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 4 – usability catastrophe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: Frequent, because many users are familiar with the use of the back button to
return to a place they have been before.
Impact: Severe. The user was confused, was made to feel stupid and ineffective, expressed
the belief that the software was being inconsistent, and found the correct solution mainly by
luck.
Persistence: Potentially persistent. It was not clear by the end that the user was aware that the
back button was not the correct means of navigating, or that the user understood why he was
being asked to save changes.
How I weighted the factors: The frequency and severity of this problem both justify a rating
of 4; although the problem will not necessarily persist, the difference between the system’s
model and the user’s model of the page relationship is subtle and complex enough that the
problem is likely to occur again even once the solution has been found once.
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs: One possible solution would be to implement the Edit
HTML and Preview views as two separate Web pages. This would cause the Back button to
work as it should, and the dialog warning the user to save would then be displayed on the Edit
HTML view just before the user arrived at the Preview page, thereby more closely associating
the request to save with the information that would be saved. One trade-off to this approach
would be that the dialog would interrupt the user’s request to switch to the preview page, even
though the user might not be sure whether to save their changes until they had seen what the
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changes look like. Another would be that loading a new Web page is slower than simply
altering the current one, so the user might perceive the added delay as bothersome.
Relationships: None known at this time.
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No snc-TA-09
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: Returning to edit view from preview view
Evidence:
The user is in preview mode and cannot figure out how to get back to save this version and
return to edit mode.
Video time: 00:10:04 – 00:11:07
Criterion: 3 – user articulates a goal and tries several options before finding the solution
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 4
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No JBC-TA-08
Problem/Good Aspect:
Name:
User tries multiple strategies to get back to the html view from the preview screen
Evidence:
9:54-11:07
Back button
Save page
Click edit html
Finally click hide preview
Criterion: 3 - The user articulates a goal and has to try three or more things to find the solution
Explanation:
User tries multiple ways to get out of preview and back to edit html: back button twice, save
web page, move window to see if there’s another behind it
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2 – Minor Usability Problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: rare
Impact: hard to overcome
Persistence: one-time
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No LS-TA-17
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: User can not find the back button to go back to the edit post window
Evidence:
00.10.53<00.11.00> User says “I think I am stupid”
<00.11.03> Hovers over edit HTML and says “go back to here may be”

Criterion: The user expresses some negative affect or says something is a problem.
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3 – Major usability problem.
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN IDEA 2: Keep Users in Compose View
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No JBC-TA-05
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
User used edit html + preview instead of compose view
Evidence:
0:23 – 24:08
Consistently used edit html and the preview feature rather than compose view
Criterion: 4 - The user accomplishes the task, but in a suboptimal way
Explanation:
User edited in html view, then clicked preview to see picture, instead of just using the compose
view where that could all be accomplished in one step.
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2 – Minor Usability Problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: common?
Impact: easy to overcome
Persistence: repeated
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No snc-TA-06
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: HTML is shown instead of image
Evidence:
The user uploaded an image, when he went back to the post the image was not shown but the
HTML code was – he does not understand HTML and was expecting to see the picture.
Video time: 00:04:21 – 00:04:35
Criterion: 6 – the user expresses hesitation or surprise
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No LS-TA-14
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
User expected to see the image but saw HTML instead
Evidence:
<00.04.29> User says he was expecting to see the picture but I am seeing bunch of HTML.

Criterion: 7- The user expresses some negative affect or says something is a problem.
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit: Minor Usability problem
Rating: 2
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No snc-TA-15
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: Does not understand the difference between compose and edit
Evidence:
user states he has no idea what the difference between compose and edit are
Video time: 00:24:58 – 25:05
Criterion: 7 – negative affect
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No BE-TA-12
Problem
Name:
Unclear why Compose and Edit are different things.
Evidence:
00:24:19
User says, "I don't have any mental model whatsoever between the distinction between compose
and editing." Later, says "I have no idea why compose and edit are different."
Criterion: 7 - says something is a problem
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3 – major usability problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No LS –TA-10
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
User struggles on creating a title foe the link in the compose view. Interviewer provides prompt.
Evidence:
00.24.11 – 00.27.25
<00.25.08> User selects the inserted hyperlinked URL to rename and give it a title and wonders
how to create a title for the link.
<00.25.18> User tries to overwrite the link to create a title, he questions himself if he can
overwrite the link.
<00.25.38> User right clicks on the selected URL and looks for a rename option in it.
<00.25.50> Hovers over the menu options and says he is looking for a “rename feature”.
<00.26.16> User goes to the favorite window to do it in a different way.
<00.27.09> User uses the copy command to copy the link from the favorite menu and says he
can not paste it now and he has already learned that by his earlier failure while doing the same.
<00.27.05> User tries to use backspace and looses the link.
<00.27.25> The interviewer provides prompt to help the user
Criterion: 1- The user articulated a goal and does not succeed in attaining that goal within 3
minutes (then the experimenter steps in and shows him or her what to do--the next step)

Explanation:
Severity or Benefit: Major Usability problem
Rating: 3
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN IDEA 3: Allow Users to Save Post from Warning Dialog
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No BE-TA-1
Problem
Name:
User finds warning dialog restrictive.
Evidence:
00:01:32-00:01:49
User clicks on "Template" and "Settings" tabs to explore the interface. Blogger displays a
dialog, "Are you sure you wish to navigate away from this page? You have unsaved changes."
User says, "Oh, see, it really sort of makes me... discourages me from actually doing this."
Criterion: 7 - says something is a problem
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3 – major usability problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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Problem/Good Aspect: Problem

Evidence:
The user wants to see what templates are available, but when he clicks on the ‘template’ tab but
receives the message “are you sure you want to navigate away from this page”. The user then
expresses that he is scared to do that and that this discourages him from completing his task.
Video time: 00:01:28 – 00:01:40
Criterion: 6 – User expresses hesitation or surprise
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No JBC-TA-01
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: User scared to navigate away from compose page
Evidence:
01:36 – “yeah, I’m scared to do that”

Criterion: 7 - The user expresses some negative affect or says something is a problem
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 1 - Cosmetic
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: Common
Impact: Easy to overcome
Persistence: repeated
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No LS –TA-07
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
User looses his post after ignoring the prompt message.
Evidence:
00.13.44– 00.14.35
<00.13.44> User tries to put the curser at the beginning of the link to change the title of the link
in the preview window.
<00.14.11> User shows frustration after he hits the back button to go back to the previous
window (edit post window) to save the post and goes to the edit post window.
<00.14.35> User says “Oh my God I lost my post”. User looses the link and post text that he just
created.
Criterion: 4. The user does not succeed in a task.
Explanation:
Goal- To make a hyperlink to an inserted URL text in the editor window.
At 00.13.44 user tries to clinks the posted URL to give it a title and sees prompt box to save the
post before leaving the page. User clicks the back button to go back to the previous window so
that he can save it and looses his posted texts. This is because the prompt window does not help
the user in saving the post and since this prompt appears every time user clicks a link on the
browser of on any button on the browser window. User is most likely to ignore this message
after seeing many times.
Severity or Benefit: Major usability problem.
Rating: 3
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: Frequent- Most users will face this problem because almost all users uses the
back button to go back to a previous window while browsing a website.
Impact: High- Most novice users are unlikely to achieve their goals or will probably waste a
lot of time because it does not matches with their normal work practice.
Persistence: Persistent - This problem is most likely to persist with most novice user and it
is very difficult for the user to detect it because there is no proper feed back and the same
message appears every time the user click something in the editor window. This could
repeatedly bother novice users but expert user might be able to detect it and may not face a
problem.
How I weighted the factors: Seeing the frequency and impact of this problem I would rate
this as 3 in numerical scale and would recommend fixing it.
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
There are several solutions to this problem on is to provide a save post in the prompt window
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itself so that user does not have search for a save button. Second option could be an auto save
option could help user save their post without bothering them with the prompt to save the post.
Moreover as suggested in LS-TA-05 the blog can be designed as software which can allow them
to use File > save option as well use other features from the main menu so that they can
associate the blog with their normal work practice with the existing software.
Relationships: LS-TA-05, LS-TA-06
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No. JBC-HE-09
Good Aspect
Name: Modal dialog asks about leaving frame while editing

Evidence
Heuristic: Error Prevention
Interface aspect:

When editing, when you try to follow a link that would leave the page, a modal dialog box pops
up asking if you’re sure you want to leave the page, as you have unsaved changes that will be
lost.

Explanation
This prevents users from making a major error. If a user were able to follow links, they would
frequently lose their partially-composed posts. By preventing this common error, Blogger saves
the users from losing their work frequently.
Severity or Benefit
Rating: 4 – high impact, high frequency
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: High - This is likely to happen very often, both purposefully and by mistake.
Impact: The mistake involves lost work, so preventing it has a very high impact.
Persistence: The user would be likely to mistakenly navigate to a different page even if they
knew it would erase their posts.
How I weighted the factors: The error prevented would have ranked high on all factors, so
Blogger avoided a usability catastrophe by proactively preventing this error.l
Possible solution and/or trade-offs
N/A
Relationships
None
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No BE-TA-4
Problem
Name:
User cannot determine how to get back to Edit view.
Evidence:
00:09:33-00:10:59
User clicks on "Preview" button to determine how the URL he pasted will be presented.
Blogger presents a preview of the post in the same window. User scrolls down so that the "Hide
Preview" button at the top of the page is no longer visible. User tries to use browser's "Back"
button to return to the edit view. Blogger presents a warning dialog about leaving the page.
This repeats twice. User attempts to save the page using the "Save" item in the "File" menu.
Internet Explorer reports that it cannot save the page. User continues trying to determine how to
get back to the edit page. User says, "I think I am stupid."
Criterion: 7 - expresses negative affect
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 4 – usability catastrophe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN IDEA 4: Keep Save and Publish Buttons in Same Place
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No BE-TA-5
Problem
Name:
User cannot save post.
Evidence:
00:11:15-00:11:31
User says "Okay, let me save this, because I'm getting to learn now that if you don't save this
thing, it warns you about about doing--" Attempts to save using the "Save" item of Internet
Explorer's "File" menu. IE displays a dialog reading, "The Web page could not be saved." User
expresses surprise and confusion, "Oh! *This* couldn't be saved... I thought I could definitely
save the composing view... huh. Maybe I'm saving it the wrong way."
Criterion: 6 - expresses hesitation or surprise
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 4 – usability catastrophe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No snc-TA-10
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: User tries to save post through web browser menu instead of through Blogger
Evidence:
The user attempted to save the post using the web browser’s file menu.

Video time: 00:11:14 – 00:11:32
Criterion: 5 – The user does not succeed in a task.
Explanation:
The user wants to save a post (“Alright let me save this…” <00:11:16>). However, instead of
saving through Blogger, the user attempts to save the HTML page through his web browser’s
file menu (File ! Save As ! Save). The user has an incorrect mental model that saving through
the file menu (as in PowerPoint, Word, and other software programs) would save his post.
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Unfortunately the browser and the application (Blogger) do not communicate through the
browser file menu and the post was not saved. The web browser attempted to save a copy of the
post to the desktop, but the user was alerted that this was not possible. The action needed to
satisfy the user’s goal is to select “Save Draft” from the Blogger interface.
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 4 – Usability Catastrophe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Common – This problem is likely to occur frequently with new users, or with users without
significant Internet or computer experience.
Impact:
Moderate – Until the user had an accurate mental model of the web browser vs. online
application platforms, this problem is likely to be difficult to overcome. Saving posts is a
necessary part of writing a blog so the impact is high if the user can not overcome the issue.
Persistence:
Moderate – Once the user understands how to save posts using Blogger, this is not likely to be a
problem. Therefore it is likely to only occur in new or casual users.
How I weighted the factors:
Since this problem is moderately persistent and frequent, I felt that it should be rated a 4 –
usability catastrophe. This is likely to cause new users great frustration and could potentially
influence them to use a different blogging software.
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relocate the save option so that it is more obvious to the user.
Relationships: snc-TA-02, snc-TA-07
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No BE-TA-7
Problem
Name:
User expresses confusion about how to save.
Evidence:
00:14:56
User is attempting to recover from having lost work. User says, "I'm not understanding
something about how to save."
Criterion: 7 - says something is a problem
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 4 – usability catastrophe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No. snc-HE-05
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: ‘Save as Draft’ and ‘Publish Post’ buttons move in Preview View

Evidence
Heuristic: Consistency and Standards
Interface aspect: ‘Save as Draft’ and ‘Publish Post’ buttons are typically below the blog post –

but when in the preview mode they move to above the post content.

Explanation
The ‘Save as Draft’ and ‘Publish Post’ buttons move locations when users switch from edit to
preview modes causing a disruption in where the user expects these functions to be.

Severity or Benefit
Rating: 2 Moderate
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: Frequent – users most likely publish and / or save post often when they are in the

Blogger application.
Impact: Moderate – the user must ‘reprogram’ their expectations
Persistence: Low – once the user learns where they should expect to see these buttons the
location is not an issue.
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How I weighted the factors: A moderate problem because the location of the buttons move

from what is consistent in other views, but not terribly persistent to the user.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs: The buttons could stay below the preview content to
demonstrate consistency.
Relationships:
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN IDEA 5: Enable Users to Manage Comments While Editing a Post
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No. JBC-HE-06
Problem
Name:
No “moderated” comments found when many un-reviewed comments exist

Evidence
Heuristic: Match between system and the real world
Interface aspect:

When there are comments on a post, and the user selects “Moderate
comments” from the edit view, Blogger tells the that they have no
moderated comments.

Explanation
What, exactly, does Blogger mean by unmoderated comments? If the
user has comments that they have not explicitly moderated, it would be
reasonable to assume that all of these would count as unmoderated. In
this case, however, “unmoderated” only applies to comments if the
“moderate comments” option is checked in the settings, and the user has
not explicitly accepted or rejected them. This likely to conflict with many
users’ mental models.
Severity or Benefit
Rating: 3 – can’t remove comments!
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Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: Users could stumble on this problem whenever they want to delete a

comment, so it could be quite frequent.
Impact: It could take quite a while to realize that comments cannot be removed from within
the edit post screen, so the impact could be quite high.
Persistence: Once the user learns the correct place to remove comments, they will probably
not make the mistake again.
How I weighted the factors: While the persistence of this problem is probably low, it could
be quite irritating and affect a large number of users. This is recoverable, but a serious problem
nonetheless.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs
One solution could be to provide the ability to delete or edit comments from the edit post view.
This would add complexity to the edit view, and the functionality would have to exist in two
places, but it would not frustrate users that expected to be able to remove comments from a post
from within the edit post view.
Relationships
None.
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No. JBC-HE-11
Problem
Name:
Can’t delete comments from edit post screen.
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Evidence
Heuristic: Consistency and standards
Interface aspect:

Below is the edit post screen. No comments are visible here, and the only link from this page
that refers to comments is the “Moderate Comments” link shown below. Note that all post
attributes other than comments are editable from this screen.

Clicking the “Moderate comments” link reveals the moderate comments screen, which allows
the user to approve or reject comments, but only if the “Moderate Comments” option is turned
on in the settings screen.

To delete comments, the user must navigate back to the blog itself, click on the link containing
the number of comments below a post, and then click on the trashcan next to an individual
comment. The comment screen is shown below:
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http://www.blogger.com/post-create.g?blogID=9726731

Explanation
To edit a post, the user navigates to Blogger’s “Edit Posts screen. From here, the user is
presented with links to the rest of Blogger’s administrative functions, along with controls to edit
the post. The only data not directly editable from this portion of the site are the comments.
There is no way to remove comments from the edit post screen, or even from the moderate
comments screen, if the setting to moderate comments has not been turned on. The only way to
remove a comment is to view the blog, click on the number of comments, and then click on one
of the trash-cans next to the individual comments. Once in this view, the other administrative
functions are no longer visible (see jbc-he-14 for more about this). The user is performing an
administrative function in both cases (editing a post, removing comments) but is presented with
two entirely different interfaces with no direct path between the two. In addition, all
administrative functions other than comment deletion are available from the edit posts screen.
The omission of comment deletion from this screen is highly inconsistent.
Severity or Benefit
Rating: 4
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: This inconsistency will reveal itself every time the user is performing an
administrative function, and then wants to review and delete comments. While this is
not likely to happen every time a user interacts with Blogger, it may happen enough to
be a genuine nuisance.
Impact: The user must discover the correct location to delete comments. This could be
highly confusing to a novice user, who might not understand that they have to navigate back to
the blog itself to remove comments. This could easily result in the user not removing potentially
embarrassing comments, which would be a major failure of the system.
Persistence: Even when the user learned how to remove comments, navigating back to the
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blog from the administrative area is a multi-step process that involves opening a second window
or tab. This is likely to be irritating and time-consuming even after the user learns how to
circumvent it.
How I weighted the factors: Because of the high impact and persistence, this is a very serious
problem. While its frequency is such that it will not be encountered by users every time they use
Blogger, we believe it is serious enough to warrant a high severity rating.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs
One possible solution is to modify the “Moderate Comments” tab such that it both allows the
user to moderate comments (when appropriate based on the settings) and allows the user to view
and delete all comments. The tradeoff here would be an increase in clutter and screen real estate
required by the Moderate Comments page. Given how under-utilized that page appears to be,
however, this is a minor concern.
Relationships
jbc-HE-02, jbc-he-03, jbc-HE-06, jbc-HE-14
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No. BE-HE-13
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: Bar on top of comments page resembles toolbar but lacks buttons

Evidence
Heuristic: 4 - Consistency and standards
Interface aspect:

Blogger toolbar

Blue bar on comment page

Explanation
The blue bar shown at the top of the comment page is exactly the same height as, and
uses a similar color scheme to, the Blogger toolbar shown on the blog page. However,
unlike the toolbar, it is not a navigational aid or indeed any kind of interactive control at
all, but simply a decorative bar.
Severity or Benefit
Rating: 1 - not so good
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: uncommon
Impact: slight
Persistence: persistent
How I weighted the factors: This is unlikely to materially affect the user’s ability to
perform a task, but if the user is dependent on the toolbar to perform operations, it
may be confusing that the contents of the toolbar have “disappeared”.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs
Remove the bar on the comment page or make it a different color. Trade-off would be
the sacrifice of visual consistency from page to page.
Relationships
None
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No. JBC-HE-14
Problem
Name:
Navigation controls from editing posts and deleting comments are different

Evidence
Heuristic: H4 – Consistency and standards
Interface aspect:

Navigation elements on edit post screen:

Missing navigation elements on remove comments screen:

Explanation
The top-level navigation is inconsistent when logged in as the blog author. From the edit post
screen, I can view blog, edit, go back to the dashboard, etc. From the edit comment screen, I
can’t do any of these things.
Severity or Benefit
Rating: 3 – major usability problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: Very frequent – whenever the user adds or edits comments, they can!t
get back to the system configuration screens easily.
Impact: High –The user may be confused about navigation.
Persistence: Persistent – Even when the user knows the difference between the two sections,
extra time is required to navigate to the settings from the comment screen.
How I weighted the factors: Not a total catastrophe, as the user is likely to be able to recover,
but still a major problem based on frequency, persistence and impact.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs
When the user is logged in to Blogger, show the administrative navigational elements at all
times when looking at their blog. The only tradeoff here is screen real estate, and some
additional complexity. As the user is used to looking at these navigational elements in other
portions of the UI, however, the additional complexity is unlikely to be overly burdensome.
Relationships
jbc-HE-02, jbc-HE-03, jbc-HE-06, jbc-HE-11
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No. JBC-HE-07
Problem
Name:
Editor for comments uses some inline html, but the blog post editor does not.

Evidence
Heuristic: Consistency and standards
Interface aspect:

Comment Editor:

Post Editor:

Comment posting uses a tiny subset of html tags, but message composition uses a wysiwyg
editor.

Explanation
These two editors both allow the user to add content to the page, but the editors are completely
different. They should provide a common interface.
Severity or Benefit
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Rating: 2
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: Users will encounter these inconsistent editors every time they create a

post or comment.
Impact: The impact will be low. Users are unlikely to be very confused.
Persistence: Once the user understands the difference, they are unlikely to have a problem..
How I weighted the factors: Despite the low impact and persistence, this is an inconsistency
that is likely to affect every user.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs
Use the wysiwyg post editor to edit comments as well. The tradeoff here is that comment
posters probably should not be able to add images, so all of the controls from the post editor
might not apply. Graying out these options would clarify this difference in functionality.
Another tradeoff for this solution is that the comment editor takes up more screen real estate.
Relationships
None
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No. snc-HE-09
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: Unclear what Post Comments are for

Evidence
Heuristic: Recognition vs. Recall
Interface aspect: In the initial ‘moderate comment’ view, there is no indication of what post the

comments refer to.

Explanation
In the standard “moderate comments” view it is unclear what post the comments refer to. Users
need to sort the list by post name in order to view this information.

Severity or Benefit
Rating: 3 High
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: Depends on the rate comments are moderated – could be very frequent
Impact: Moderate – there is an alternative view that the user can switch to to view the

comments sorted by blog post
Persistence: Moderate – once the user knows they can switch the view to see comments
sorted by blog post they will understand how to work around the problem.
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How I weighted the factors: This is a high problem because it forces the user to adapt a

specific work method to receive basic information.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs: The title of the blog post can be included in the
display.
Relationships:
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN IDEA 6: Provide User with Comment Information in Blog View

Group 4
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No. snc-HE-08
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: No Notification within Blogger of New Comments

Evidence
Heuristic: Recognition vs. Recall
Interface aspect: There is no visual indication within Blogger when new comments are added to

blog posts.

Explanation
There is no notification within Blogger of new comments added to blog posts. If the blogger
does not have the settings set to send them an email notification and also does not have comment
moderation enabled, there is no way for the blogger to know that a comment has been posted to
one of their blog posts.
This is a big problem because the blogger would need to manually check each post for new
comments if they were interested in receiving them.

Severity or Benefit
Rating: 4 Severe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: Depends on the rate comments are left – could be very frequent
Impact: High – the blogger is potentially not receiving information that could be very

beneficial
Persistence: High – if the blogger does not realize they should change their settings to be

notified of comments they will need to manually check each blog post for new feedback from
readers.
How I weighted the factors: This problem is severe because it is very disruptive to the user.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs: There could be an icon displayed next to the blog post
in “edit posts” mode to display that a new comment has been added.
Relationships:
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN IDEA 7: Show the User how their Post will Look
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No snc-TA-01
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: Setting Color and Font of Title
Evidence:
The user wants to make the title in a specific font and color, but does not know how to
accomplish this. He tries several options before giving up and moving on.
Video time: 00:00:56 – 00:02:21
Criterion: 2 – The user articulates a goal, attempts several options before giving up
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No LS –TA-01
Name:
User can not change the color and font of the title from the edit post window.
Evidence:
00.00:59 – 00.02:18
<00.00:59 > User types the title of the post and says “I know that the post is of particular font
and color and I really have no idea to get those in there”
<00.01.14> He hovers over the menu bar of the blog and tries to find something to achieve his
goal.
<00.01.23> Hovers over “edit HTML” button and says he really don’t know how to do that.
<00.01.43> Clicks templates and settings to find something to achieve his goal.
<00.02.09> Gets surprised not seeing the title on the blog.
Criterion: 2. The user articulates a goal (intent), tries several things or the same thing over again
before giving up.

Explanation:
Goal: Change the font and color of the title of the post.
At 00:59 the user finishes typing the title on the text box for the title and says he wants to
change the font and color of the title. He says that he has no idea how to do it. He hovers over
the menu bar of the blog and tries several other things mentioned above to achieve his goal. At
00.02:18 the user gives up. This happens because there is no option to change the color or font
of the title in the edit post window.
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3 - Major usability problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: Frequent- This is something most users will encounter, when ever they try to
change the font or color of the title, because there is no option to decorate the title of the post on
the create a new post window.
Impact: High - It is difficult to overcome and user is unlikely to be able to achieve her goals
or will probably waste a lot of time, because there is no option do make such changes.
Persistence: Persistent – No matter how hard they try, the users are unlikely to fix the
problem and will be repeatedly bothered by it.
How I weighted the factors: Since this could be a very frequent problem for most user I
would rate it 3 in numerical rating and would recommend to fix it.
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
The text box should be made interactive like the compose box so that user can edit the title using
the same menu of the compose box.
Relationships:
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No JBC-TA-03
Problem/Good Aspect:
Name:
User tries several strategies to check/set formatting of blog title, then gives up
Evidence:
1:17 – 2:17
Clicks on templates link
Clicks on settings link
Clicks on view blog
Criterion: 2 - The user articulates a goal (intent), tries several things or the same thing over again
before giving up

Explanation:
User walks through the interface trying to make sure that the blog title he entered will be
formatted correctly.
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 1 – Cosmetic Problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: low
Impact: easy to overcome
Persistence: one-time
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No JBC-TA-015
Problem/Good Aspect:
Name: User tries to change title color, interviewer has to intervene
Evidence:
31:59 to 33:00
User tries multiple strategies to change the font of the text in the title bar until interviewer tells
him to try publishing it and see how it looks.
Criterion: 1 - The user articulated a goal and does not succeed in attaining that goal within 3
minutes (then the experimenter steps in and shows him or her what to do--the next step)

Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3 – Major Usability Problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: common
Impact: hard to overcome
Persistence: one-time
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No snc-TA-19
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: Changing the text color of the title
Evidence:
the user wants to change the color of the title text, but cannot figure out how
Video time: 00:32:02– 00:32:55
Criterion: 2 – user has a goal and attempts several things before giving up
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No BE-TA-17
Problem
Name:
Color of link in user’s solution is the wrong shade of orange.
Evidence:
00:31:15-00:34:13
User says, "Now it looks like I've got most of it except I don't really have the color," referring to
the color of the link (which is purple in the compose view, not orange). User selects the link and
changes its color to orange using the Color button/menu in the compose view. When the user
completes the task, the color of the link is not the correct shade of orange (i.e., it looks different
from all the other links on the page).
Criterion: 5 - difference between task and solution
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2 – minor usability problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN IDEA 8: Including Images Should be Easy
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No. LS HE-11
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
System throws error on import image when more images are selected and only one is uploaded.

Evidence
Heuristic: 7. Flexibility and efficiency of use
Interface aspect:

If the user selects two “choose” button (may be by mistake) and decides to upload just one
image, the system throws an error message.

Explanation
After clicking the “add another image” a new “Choose” button arrives along with the earlier one
and there is no way to get ride of this button. If the user decides just to upload one image
instead of two, the system throws an error message and there is no way to do an error correction.
The only way the user can get ride of this is by closing the window and start it over again.
Severity or Benefit
Rating: 4
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: This error will happen if the user clicks the “add another image” link by mistake
or out of curiosity where she has intention to do so. This will be a problem for some other user
who initially goes for two or more images and then decides not to use all the fields.
Impact: This could be a one time-problem if the user figures out where is the error.
Persistence: Since the error message does not conveys the message properly the user might
face difficulty in fixing the error.
How I weighted the factors:
I would rate it “4” since it could be a complete breakdown in the user workflow.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs: xxx
Relationships
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No. LS HE-01
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: Images in the editor window are not easy to manipulate.

Evidence
Heuristic: 3. User control and freedom
Interface aspect:

The editor window is not flexible enough to edit text as well as to position image on desired
position.

Explanation
The user will probably face lots of difficulties in editing her blog because the editor window
does not provide enough freedom to the user to manipulate or make any quick changes. For
example if the user wants to drag the image and place in a different place the editor does not
allows the user to do so. The text also covers the entire length of the box so it is difficult to
position a cursor at the end of the text to for a new line feed. This also does not reflect correctly
how the text will look like in the blog, so the blogger has to go to the preview window every
time to see how it is going to look on the blog.
Severity or Benefit
Rating: 4 Severe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: Very Frequent: This is going to be a very frequent problem and even
experienced user will also face difficulties in editing their blog and make necessary changes init.
Impact: High: It is very difficult to overcome as the only way the user can edit properly by
editing the HTML code, which itself is very difficult to edit as the interface is not intuitive
enough to distinguish the code from the text.
Persistence: Persistent- This problem is very persistent and might leave the blogger with
frustration.
How I weighted the factors: Since this is a very serious and frequent issue I would rate it 4.5.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs
A possible solution is to make the editor look same as preview and give more power to
manipulate the image and text. The trade-off is more effort is needed to design the interface
which will cost money in designing and development.
Relationships
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN IDEA 9: Show User Saving and Publishing Status
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No. BE-HE-6
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: “Files published” displays in percent, has only two states in most
cases

Evidence
Heuristic: 2 - Match between system and the real world, 1 - Visibility of system

status
Interface aspect:

Explanation
The “Files published” status display is worded in such a way that it would be reasonable
to assume it is keeping track of how many files have been published, but it displays a
percentage instead (100% files published?). This is compounded by the fact that we
aren’t posting files at all, but rather posts (and potentially images, etc). Lastly, most of
the time the post will not contain anything but text, and in that case Blogger treats the
post as a single “file” and jumps straight from 0% to 100%, thereby not giving any
indication of its progress.
Severity or Benefit
Rating: 3 - somewhat bad
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: very common
Impact: slight
Persistence: persistent
How I weighted the factors: Although the effect is usually slight, it is a problem
without an easy workaround and one that will be encountered on every simple post,
leading to a higher severity rating.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs
Give a generic percentage rating without trying to refer to files, and increment it more
finely. The trade-off here is giving the user less information to work with (if the user
knows that the counter will only increment when a file has been completely uploaded,
they can guess at how many files have been processed).
Relationships
None
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No. G04-HE-2
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: “Republish Index Only” and “Republish Entire Blog” buttons are
mysterious, out of context, and badly worded
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Evidence
Heuristic: 2 - Match between system and the real world
Interface aspect: The buttons are much larger than the “View Blog” link and afford

clicking more strongly, but are largely irrelevant in context and unclearly labeled. They
should therefore be smaller and less centrally located, or completely absent.

Explanation
These buttons use jargon, or at least very unclear wording, and appear to correspond to
the implementation model of the software instead of the user’s model. That this is a
serious usability issue is reinforced by the telltale sign of a help label, indicating that
many users have been confused about what these buttons do. Also, they are the only
command buttons in the window — the link to go back to the blog is in small text just
above them, which may lead users to think that they are the most important targets on the
page, when in reality they perform an operation largely unrelated to posting the entry in
the first place. It would not be unreasonable to conjecture that some not-insignificant
number of users routinely click one or another of these buttons every time they post a
new entry, taking the labels to indicate that the text of the blog would not be updated
until it is “republished” and the new changes propagated.
Severity or Benefit
Rating: 3.5 - major usability problem/usability catastrophe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: very common - user sees these buttons after each post
Impact: moderate - may cause user to constantly republish or avoid buttons entirely
Persistence: persistent - dissuades user from clicking and finding out buttons’
purpose
How I weighted the factors: I didn’t want to click one of these for fear of deleting
something important, so I rate the impact as moderate mostly for their confusion and
action dissuasion value. According to the help, these buttons are largely useful for
testing out new visual styles, which leads one to wonder what they’re doing on the page
that confirms that an entry has been posted. One sees these buttons every time one posts
an entry, and they are entirely mysterious and intimidating. Their titles may serve to
dissuade one from clicking them, making it difficult to resolve the mystery. I therefore
weight their frequency of occurence highly.
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Possible solution and/or trade-offs
First, placing the buttons in a context where they make sense would be a distinct
improvement. If they are used only when testing visual styles, put them on the page that
allows you to choose visual styles. If, as is likely the case, they are also used in certain
other exceptional and ill-defined situations (e.g., for troubleshooting), the trade-off to
this solution would be a decrease in their availability in such situations; however, any
operation like this that has no contextual significance to the user is almost certainly an
artifact of the system’s implementation, and should not be foisted on the user in the first
place. It might therefore be appropriate to remove the buttons entirely and replace them
with some more intelligent mechanism behind the scenes. If this is not possible for some
reason, the buttons should be repositioned to a less prominent place on the page and the
link to the post should be made much larger so as to be the primary interactor on the
page. Lastly, the buttons’ labels are confusing and jargony, and even if the buttons were
to stay, the labels should undoubtedly change.
Relationships
BE-HE-07
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN IDEA 10: Provide the Ability to Manage and Edit Posts Efficiently
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No. LS HE-09
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
“Blockquote” button works inconsistently.

Evidence
Heuristic: 3. User control and freedom.
Interface aspect:

The “blockquote” button works inconsistently and does not let user recover from error.

Figure 1: The “blockquote” button.

Figure 2: Figure showing the unpredictable text spacing on the editor window.

Explanation
After clicking the “blockquote” button the text gets displaced (Figure 2) in a very unpredictable
manner leaving lots of white space around. This also hardly gives any control to the user to
recover from this situation even the “undo” or “ctrl+z” does not work. Probably this will leave
the user with frustration because blockquote feature gives lots of formatting error and does not
let the user recover from the error.
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Severity or Benefit
Rating: 4 Severe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: Infrequent- Most users will face this problem while trying to manipulate the text

in the editor box using the “blockquote” button. But since this feature is not used frequently not
every user will face this problem.
Impact: High-User is unlikely to be able to achieve goals or will probably waste a lot of time

because the system does not help the user remove the quote and recover from the error.
Persistence: Persistent- This could be a persistent problem for every user whenever they try
to use this feature.
How I weighted the factors:

The user will probably learn that this feature doesn't work as intended so they might not use this
feature in their second attempt but it might leave the user with frustration and in some case they
might have to close the window and start over again. Therefore I would rate this problem as “4”
and would strongly recommend fixing it.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs
The “blockquote” should tell the user exactly how it works (may be the icon need to be
changed). Mover over there should be an undo and redo button to recover from the error. The
trade-off is it will take more space on the menu bar and will make it more cluttered.
Relationships
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No. BE-HE-5
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: “Recover post” link is unclear and warning dialog is uninformative

Evidence
Heuristic: 2 - Match between system and the real world; 1 - Visibility of system

status
Interface aspect:

The warning dialog shown when you click “Recover post” is unclear — what older
saved post does it mean?

Explanation
The “Recover post” link does not clearly indicate its purpose, and does not provide
context (what post will be recovered? what if this is the first time I’ve seen this screen,
and I haven’t even written a post yet?). Clicking the link pops up an alert dialog as
shown above, which also does not clearly indicate what is about to happen or what “older
saved version” it is planning to use to replace the current one.
Severity or Benefit
Rating: 2 - not so good
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: rare
Impact: moderate
Persistence: persistent
How I weighted the factors: Although the results of accidentally performing this
operation with unsaved content might be catastrophic, a user is unlikely to follow
through with the action unless they know what they are doing, and is far more likely to
just be scared off by the dialog and never click that again. This effectively disables the
feature, but does not greatly affect the user’s ability to write posts.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs
Be more consistent in terminology -- refer to the previously saved post as a “previously
published version” instead. Also be more clear about what exactly the post will look like
once it’s reverted (make the warning dialog into some kind of preview page instead?)
Relationships
None
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No. JBC-HE-04
Problem
Name:
Recover post on saved post – outcome unclear?

Evidence
Heuristic: Visibility of system status
Interface aspect:

When a user enters the “Edit Post” screen, does not edit the post, but clicks on the “Recover
post” link (see lower left of the screenshot below), the system offers to replace the current post
with an older saved version. The outcome of this action is ambiguous, as the user has not edited
the post.

Explanation
The user is likely to be confused as to what will happen to the post in this instance. What is an
older saved version? The system does not indicate what will replace the post, if anything.
Severity or Benefit
Rating: 1
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: Highly infrequent. A user is not likely to click on the Recover Post link without

having edited the post, except possibly by mistake.
Impact: Low: if the user is confused, they can cancel.
Persistence: Users are unlikely to be repeatedly bothered by this
How I weighted the factors: Since it’s low frequency, low impact, and low persistence, it
deserves the lowest rating.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs
Hide the “Recover Post” link until the user has edited the post. The tradeoff here is that the user
would then not know the post was recoverable until it had been edited.
Relationships
Related to JBC-HE-05
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No. JBC-HE-05
Problem
Name:
Recover Post refers to saved posts instead of published posts

Evidence
Heuristic: Consistency and standards
Interface aspect:

The warning dialog box when a user clicks on the “Recover Post” link suggests that the current
page will be replaced by a saved version. The buttons to save/publish a post, however, refer to
saved drafts and published posts. This wording is inconsistent.

Explanation
Users may be confused here. Will the current post be replaced by a published post, since that
has never explicitly been saved, but rather published? On the other hand, will the current post be
replaced by an older saved draft, which is unlikely to be the correct action for the user if a more
recent published post exists? The inconsistent terminology could lead to confusion as to which
prior version of a post will overwrite the version on screen.
Severity or Benefit
Rating: 2
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
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Frequency: Only new or casual users are likely to be confused by this, as more experienced
users will recognize it, essentially, as a “discard changes” type of command.
Impact: This may cause users to waste time, as they won’t want their work to be overwritten
by the wrong version.
Persistence: There are other ways to discard changes, such as closing the window or
navigating to a new screen and then returning to the edit post view. Users who are confused by
this might find other ways, albeit inefficient ones like the one described, to discard their changes
if they are confused by this problem.
How I weighted the factors: This may confuse novice users in certain situations, but there are
workarounds, and expert users are not likely to be affected by it.

Possible solution and/or trade-offs
Change the terminology. Say that it will revert the post text to the last saved or published
version of the post. The only tradeoff here is that this text would be slightly longer.
Relationships
Related to JBC-HE-04
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN IDEA 11: Provide Users with Expected Order and Consistency
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No. snc-HE-02
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: Two Different Options for Same Activity – Creating Post

Evidence
Heuristic: Consistency and Standards
Interface aspect: There is a text link and button for the same activity on the same page.

Explanation
On the “Edit Posts” page there are two different options for creating a new post. You can either
click the “Create” text link in the Posting sub-nav or you can click on the “Create New Post”
button. This violates the heuristic “same things should look the same”.
Severity or Benefit
Rating: 2 Minor / Moderate
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence)
Frequency: Very frequent. This is observed every time the user is viewing this screen.
Impact: Easy. Having two methods to perform the same task might confuse the user slightly,

but they should not have a problem actually performing the task.
Persistence: Not very persistent. Once the user is familiar with how to create a new post,
they should not be too confused by the options presented.
How I weighted the factors: Since this problem is not too obtrusive for the user and does not
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prevent the task from being accomplished, I weighted this a minor heuristic violation.
Possible solution and/or trade-offs: Eliminate the “Create New Post” button and allow the
user to create new posts simply by using the sub-nav menu.
Relationships:
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN IDEA 12: Allow Users to Spell Check
No Documented UARs – Observed in CI.
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APPENDIX D
DESIGN IDEA 13: Make Adding Links Easy and Efficient
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No JBC-TA-010
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
User struggles to add link to page
Evidence:
14:18 to 25:04
Overreaching UAR – tries lots of strategies, all fail, eventually interviewer intervenes.
Criterion: 1 - The user articulated a goal and does not succeed in attaining that goal within 3
minutes (then the experimenter steps in and shows him or her what to do--the next step)

Explanation:
The user struggles for 10 minutes to add a link to the page in html view. They manipulate
browser bookmarks, write the link on paper
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3 – Major Usability Problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: common?
Impact: hard to overcome
Persistence: one time, I hope
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No BE-TA-16
Problem
Name:
User has severe, prolonged difficulty inserting link.
Evidence:
00:08:33-00:27:37
User tries various strategies to insert a link into the document (states goal at 08:33). Tries to
override the link title using "Insert Link" (11:35-13:40), tries to edit link title directly in preview
view (13:40-14:09), tries to copy bookmark out of Favorites menu (16:49-21:15), types URL in
manually (but link has a blank title) (21:15), then eventually types title first and then uses Insert
Link to make it into a link.
Criterion: 3 - three or more things
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 4 – usability catastrophe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No JBC-TA-014
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: User manually enters text that is still in his clipboard and could be pasted
Evidence:
31:08
User typed in text that could have been pasted from the clipboard
Criterion: 4 - The user accomplishes the task, but in a suboptimal way
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2 –Minor Usability Problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: common
Impact: hard to overcome
Persistence: one-time
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No BE-TA-9
Problem
Name:
User writes down link URL instead of using clipboard.
Evidence:
00:19:45-00:20:45
User writes down the URL of the bookmark on paper and types it manually into the
Insert Link dialog, instead of copying and pasting it.
Criterion: 4 - suboptimal way
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2 – minor usability problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No JBC-TA-012
Problem/Good Aspect:
Name:
User surprised at correct link adding procedure
Evidence:
29:28
User says they never would ever, in a million years, be able to come up with the correct
procedure to add a link.
Criterion: 7 - The user expresses some negative affect or says something is a problem
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3 – Major Usability Problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: high
Impact: difficult to overcome
Persistence: one-time
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No LS –TA-11
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
Procedure to insert a link is not intuitive for the user.
Evidence:
<00.29.33> user says he can not believe that the insert link works in that way.
Criterion: 7- The user expresses some negative affect or says something is a problem.
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit: Major Usability problem
Rating: 3
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No BE-TA-14
Problem
Name:
User considers necessary process to insert a link unintuitive.
Evidence:
00:29:25
User is instructed by interviewer how to insert a link. Does so, and says, "Oh my god, it
worked! I never would have ever -- could not have imagined in a million years that it worked
that way."
Criterion: 7 - says something is a problem
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3 – major usability problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No snc-TA-12
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: User struggles to specify link text
Evidence:
The user wants to specify the link text but cannot figure out the correct process.
He tries the “insert link” button <00:12:10>.

He tries to reference the link from the web browser’s favorites menu <00:16:16, 00:16:50>.
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He tries to reference the link through the browser’s favorites toolbar <19:00:00>.
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Video time: 00:11:54 – 00:29:38
Criterion: 1 – The user articulated a goal and does not succeed in attaining that goal within 3
minutes (then the experimenter steps in and shows him or her what to do--the next step.)
Explanation:
The user wants to specify the link text, but cannot figure out how to change the text to display
“Munks Livestock Sling Mfg. in Washington State” instead of the URL.
He attempts the process using the ‘insert link’ button <00:12:10> but that displays the
hyperlinked URL, not the text he wants. The user is unaware of how to alter the hyperlinked
text. Since he is just entering in the URL without highlighting any text to link, Blogger
automatically inserts the URL as the hyperlinked text.
The user also tries to insert the link through the web browser’s favorites menu <00:16:16,
00:16:45> but this is not a possible option. Clicking on the link within the favorites menu will
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navigate the user away from Blogger and right click and copying a link in the favorites menu
within Internet Explorer does not copy the destination URL (he attempts the copy and paste
process multiple times <00:17:02, 00:17:37, 00:18:15>). The user also attempts to rename the
link in his favorites menu, under the impression that this will allow him to reference the link
from Blogger <00:16:50>. Since Blogger is an application that is separate from the web browser,
it cannot reference a URL for a link within the favorites menu. He also attempts to reference the
URL through the favorites toolbar just under the address bar in Internet Explorer. The user tries
to copy the link from this location but encounters the same problems he encountered with the
favorites menu <00:18:52, 00:19:00>. The web browser acts the same whether the user interacts
with the favorites menu from the menu or the toolbar.
The user finally asks the interviewer for assistance.
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 4 – Usability Catastrophe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Common – It is a common goal for users to insert links within blog posts. Users will encounter
this process frequently.
Impact:
High – As observed by this user, the process can be extremely frustrating. This user could not
figure out how to alter the text, which had a large impact on the readability of his post.
Persistence:
Low – Once the user understands the correct process they should be able insert links with
frustration.
How I weighted the factors:
Since this was an extremely frustrating and time-consuming issue for this user, I rated this as a
usability catastrophe. This user spent a long time and became very frustrated trying to overcome
this issue. This issue has a high impact and is common and therefore is a usability catastrophe.
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
When the user clicks on the “insert link” button, it can have two text fields. One text field would
be for the URL, the other text field would be for the display text. The tradeoff for this solution
would be the increase in clutter.
Relationships: snc-TA-11, snc-TA-12, snc-TA-16, snc-TA-17
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No BE-TA-10
Problem
Name:
User gives up while trying to insert link title.
Evidence:
00:15:55-00:24:08
User tries various strategies to insert a link into the document. Although he manages to insert
the URL of the link, he cannot figure out how to insert the title. He says, "Well I feel a little bit
stumped" (00:23:38), and asks the interviewer for help ("Do you give hints in these protocols?",
00:23:50).
Criterion: 2 - gives up
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 4 – usability catastrophe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No BE-TA-11
Problem
Name:
User unable to insert link title.
Evidence:
00:15:55-00:24:08
User tries various strategies to insert a link into the document. Although he manages to insert
the URL of the link, he cannot figure out how to insert the title and asks the interviewer for help
after several minutes. The interviewer says, "try clicking on the 'compose' link."
Criterion: 1 - three minutes
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 4 – usability catastrophe
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No LS –TA-9
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: User gets surprised not seeing the typed URL as a link in the post.
Evidence: Video time- 00.21.12 – 00.24.53
<00.21.22>

Typed URL appears on the bottom of the page so user Cut and Paste the
same in the desired position.

<00.21.39>

User gets surprised by not seeing the hyperlink on the preview window.
User said “hun.. why didn’t it showed up?”

<00.21.48>

User clicks the edit HTML to go back to the edit post window which did
not do anything then goes to compose view and again clicks the edit
HTML view to go back to the edit post window.
User gets surprised opening the Enter URL dialog box saying”I am not
quiet sure why it said enter URL and did not bring it as a link”
User goes to the favorite menu to confirm that he has renamed the title of
the URL and gets surprised not seeing it the renamed title.

<00.22.19>
<00.22.37>
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<00.23.16>

User says “I am not quiet sure why it did not put that in”

<00.23.42>

User goes to the preview window to see why he did not see the link.

<00.23.44>
<00.24.53>

User says “I feel little bit stumped”
User gives-up and asks for help.

Criterion: 1- The user articulated a goal and does not succeed in attaining that goal within 3
minutes (then the experimenter steps in and shows him or her what to do--the next step)

Explanation:
Goal- Type the URL on the dialog box to insert a link.
At 00.20.12 user finishes typing the URL in the model dialog box and hits ok. He sees the link
posted on the bottom of the page. User cuts and pastes the text in the desired position. Then he
goes to the preview window to see the link and gets surprised not seeing the URL he just put in
into the Enter URL dialog box. He tries several different things listed above and at the end gives
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up, finally asks for help. This is because to create a link in the HTML view one has to select the
text first and then click the Link button to open the Enter URL dialog box where they can put the
URL. It us totally unreasonable to assume that all user will follow the same procedure to
accomplish the task.
Severity or Benefit: Usability catastrophe
Rating: 4
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: Frequent- Most users will face this problem because it does not prevent the user
to insert the link without selecting the text that needs to be hyperlinked. Probably most user will
not know that they have to select the text first and then enter the URL in the Enter URL dialog
box in order to create a hyperlink.
Impact: High- Most novice users without having a good knowledge on HTML are unlikely to
achieve their goals or will probably waste a lot of time and finally give-up.
Persistence: Persistent - This problem is most likely to persist with most novice user and it
is very difficult for the user to detect it because there is no proper feedback or prevent the user
from doing so.
How I weighted the factors: Seeing the frequency and impact of this problem I would rate
this as 4 in numerical scale and would recommend to immediately fixing it.
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Dialog box should not be used to prompt user to insert the link rather a popup text box could be
used just below the add image button on the menu bar prompting the user to add the URL as
well a title for the URL. Trade-off is it will clutter the menu bar.
Relationships:
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No JBC-TA-011
Problem/Good Aspect:
Name:
User struggles to rename link
Evidence:
25:10 – 27:49
“Can I overwrite it, can I just say… I don’t know”
searches contextual menus
“I need a rename feature”
Criterion: 1 - The user articulated a goal and does not succeed in attaining that goal within 3
minutes (then the experimenter steps in and shows him or her what to do--the next step)

Explanation:
User tries multiple strategies to rename link (add a new one, edit text directly, manipulate
bookmarks, right-click on it) and the experimenter ultimately suggests a strategy.
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3 – Major Usability Problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: common
Impact: very difficult to overcome
Persistence: one-time
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No BE-TA-13
Problem
Name:
User cannot rename inserted link.
Evidence:
00:25:08-00:27:37
User is trying to insert a link. Uses "Insert Link" button in compose view to insert the URL of
the link, then says, "I still have to rename now." Adds text to beginning of link, but the new text
doesn't become a link. Right-clicks on link looking for a "Rename" option, but there is none.
Selects bookmark again and tries to paste it into the compose view. Says, "And I can't just paste
into this; I've learned this by now." Says, "let's see if I actually backspace across it, do I actually
keep the link." Tries to delete part of the link, but the link underline disappears. Says, "nope,
I've lost the link as soon as I backspace." Interviewer intervenes after two and a half minutes,
says, "how about if I were to suggest that if you were to type what you were trying to have on
the blog and then try to create a link."
Criterion: 1 - three minutes
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3 – major usability problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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Problem/Good Aspect: Problem

Evidence:
user wants to over-ride the link name, but cannot figure out how. Eventually he deletes the link
altogether and writes the text first, after getting assistance from the interviewer.
Video time: 00:25:06 – 00:29:22
Criterion: 4 – user accomplishes task in a suboptimal way
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No JBC-TA-013
Problem/Good Aspect:
Name:
User tries multiple strategies to change link text before arriving at solution
Evidence:
29:40 to 31:17
Selects link, tries to add link again
Right-clicks to unlink the text
Then Removes format (correct procedure)
Criterion: 3 - The user articulates a goal and has to try three or more things to find the solution
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3 – Major Usability Problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: common
Impact: hard to overcome
Persistence: one-time
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No BE-TA-15
Problem
Name:
User has difficulty altering link title, clearing link formatting.
Evidence:
00:29:34-00:30:49
User realizes he missed a word in the title of the link, and types it after the link, but it doesn't
become a link. User says, "Oh, I didn't do it the whole way, so I probably have to do it again
just so it includes the whole text." User selects the whole title of the link and clicks Insert Link,
then clicks OK, but nothing happens. User says, "maybe I have to unlink it now." Right-clicks
the link and looks for an "Unlink" option (says, "is there some way to just unlink...?") but there
is none. User says, "So my problem now is that I have one word that's not part of the link. So I
was hoping that I could just unlink." User finds "Remove Formatting" button, asks "Is link part
of the format?" Clicks button. Sees that the link formatting was successfully removed.
Criterion: 3 - three or more things
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2 – minor usability problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No snc-TA-17
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: Including additional text in hyperlink
Evidence:
User adds text to the post that he wants to be included in an existing hyperlink and cannot figure
out how to include this text in the link.
Video time: 00:29:42 – 00:31:17
Criterion: 4 – user accomplishes task in a suboptimal way
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No JBC-TA-07
Problem/Good Aspect:
Name:
User surprised that he wasn’t given ability to name link in html view
Evidence:
08:35 “I have to change the title of the url somehow. I was hoping to get a line here where I
could sort of overwrite the name.”
Criterion: 6 - The user expresses hesitation or surprise.
Explanation:
The user was surprised that, when pasting a link into html view, he wasn’t given a “line” or
capability to add a name for the link.
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2 – Minor Usability Problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: common
Impact: hard to overcome
Persistence: one-time
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No LS-TA-16
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
User can not find how to make the URL a link.
Evidence:

Criterion: 6- The user expresses surprise.
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No BE-TA-1
Problem
Name:
User finds warning dialog restrictive.
Evidence:
00:01:32-00:01:49
User clicks on "Template" and "Settings" tabs to explore the interface. Blogger displays a
dialog, "Are you sure you wish to navigate away from this page? You have unsaved changes."
User says, "Oh, see, it really sort of makes me... discourages me from actually doing this."
Criterion: 7 - says something is a problem
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 3 – major usability problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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Problem/Good Aspect: Problem

Evidence:
The user wants to see what templates are available, but when he clicks on the ‘template’ tab but
receives the message “are you sure you want to navigate away from this page”. The user then
expresses that he is scared to do that and that this discourages him from completing his task.
Video time: 00:01:28 – 00:01:40
Criterion: 6 – User expresses hesitation or surprise
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No JBC-TA-01
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name: User scared to navigate away from compose page
Evidence:
01:36 – “yeah, I’m scared to do that”

Criterion: 7 - The user expresses some negative affect or says something is a problem
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 1 - Cosmetic
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: Common
Impact: Easy to overcome
Persistence: repeated
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No LS –TA-07
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
User looses his post after ignoring the prompt message.
Evidence:
00.13.44– 00.14.35
<00.13.44> User tries to put the curser at the beginning of the link to change the title of the link
in the preview window.
<00.14.11> User shows frustration after he hits the back button to go back to the previous
window (edit post window) to save the post and goes to the edit post window.
<00.14.35> User says “Oh my God I lost my post”. User looses the link and post text that he just
created.
Criterion: 4. The user does not succeed in a task.
Explanation:
Goal- To make a hyperlink to an inserted URL text in the editor window.
At 00.13.44 user tries to clinks the posted URL to give it a title and sees prompt box to save the
post before leaving the page. User clicks the back button to go back to the previous window so
that he can save it and looses his posted texts. This is because the prompt window does not help
the user in saving the post and since this prompt appears every time user clicks a link on the
browser of on any button on the browser window. User is most likely to ignore this message
after seeing many times.
Severity or Benefit: Major usability problem.
Rating: 3
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: Frequent- Most users will face this problem because almost all users uses the
back button to go back to a previous window while browsing a website.
Impact: High- Most novice users are unlikely to achieve their goals or will probably waste a
lot of time because it does not matches with their normal work practice.
Persistence: Persistent - This problem is most likely to persist with most novice user and it
is very difficult for the user to detect it because there is no proper feed back and the same
message appears every time the user click something in the editor window. This could
repeatedly bother novice users but expert user might be able to detect it and may not face a
problem.
How I weighted the factors: Seeing the frequency and impact of this problem I would rate
this as 3 in numerical scale and would recommend fixing it.
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
There are several solutions to this problem on is to provide a save post in the prompt window
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itself so that user does not have search for a save button. Second option could be an auto save
option could help user save their post without bothering them with the prompt to save the post.
Moreover as suggested in LS-TA-05 the blog can be designed as software which can allow them
to use File > save option as well use other features from the main menu so that they can
associate the blog with their normal work practice with the existing software.
Relationships: LS-TA-05, LS-TA-06
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No LS –TA-06
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
User cannot copy link while insert link dialog box is open.
Evidence:
00.12.11 – 00.12.42
<00.12.16> User selects the text and clicks the insert link button assuming that it will insert the
link for him.
<00.12.25> User can not copy and paste the link once he opens the dialogue box.
<00.12.27> User shows surprise that he can not copy the text while the dialog box is open.
<00.12.32> User copies the text and then clicks Link button to insert the link.

Figure: Figure shows the opened dialog box after clicking the Link button.
Criterion: 4- The user accomplishes the task, but in a suboptimal way.
Explanation:
Goal- To create a hyperlink in the editor window.
At 00.12.16 the user selects the URL he inserted earlier and clicks the “Link” button to create a
hyperlink. A new dialogue box appears on the top prompting to insert the link inside. User can
not use the editor window to copy the link as the dialog box needs to be closed in order to use
the editor window. This is because of the property of the dialog box that need to be closed in
order to use the corresponding browser window.
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Frequency: Frequent- Most users will face this problem because most users will probably just
highlight the text first and click the Link button to create a link. Where as in the Blogger.com it
opens a dialog box and asks user to enter the URL, and while the dialog box is open user can not
interact with the edit post window and has to close the dialog box to copy the URL.
Impact: High- User might be able to figure out the problem and accomplish the task but will
probably waste a lot of time and feel frustrated of not been able to copy the URL or interact with
the window while the dialog box is open.
Persistence: Persistent - This problem is most likely to persist because user may not
remember that he has to copy the text first and then hit the Link button to create a hyperlink.
This will probably repeatedly bother users whenever they use this feature.
How I weighted the factors: Seeing the frequency and persistence of this problem I would
rate this as 3 and would strongly recommend fixing it.
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Dialog box should not be used to prompt user to insert the link rather a popup text box (as shows
in the figure below) on the menu bar prompting the user to add the URL. Trade-off is it will
clutter the menu bar.

Relationships: LS-TA-04, LS-TA-05, LS-TA-07,
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No JBC-TA-02
Problem/Good Aspect: Problem
Name:
User expects to see blog title appear on blog in the midst of composition
Evidence:
01:58 – “I don’t see my title yet”
Criterion: 6 - The user expresses hesitation or surprise
Explanation:
The user clicks on view blog expecting to be able to check the formatting of the title and is
surprised that the title does not appear.
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2 – Minor Usability Problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency: rare
Impact: easy to overcome
Persistence: one-time
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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No BE-TA-2
Problem
Name:
User expects draft of post to appear on blog page.
Evidence:
00:01:49-00:02:04
User says "I think if I view the blog, I'll just see the title [of the post currently being edited]."
Clicks on "View Blog". The blog appears, but the title is not visible on the page. User hesitates,
falling silent for over three seconds, then says, "OK, that's interesting; I don't yet see my title...so
that's surprising."
Criterion: 6 - expresses hesitation or surprise
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2 – minor usability problem
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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Problem/Good Aspect: Problem

Evidence:
The user wants to preview his changes to the blog, but has an inaccurate mental model of how
changes are posted. He tries to view the live blog and is surprised when his edits are not live
(however he has not published them yet).
Video time: 00:01:49 – 00:02:05
Criterion: 6 – User expresses hesitation or surprise
Explanation:
Severity or Benefit:
Rating: 2
Justification (Frequency, Impact, Persistence):
Frequency:
Impact:
Persistence:
How I weighted the factors:
Possible solution(s) and/or trade-offs:
Relationships:
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